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ABSTRACT 

The analysis 01 the data for the International Seismic Month 

is nearing corr.pletion. The effects of crust and upper- 

mantle structure on the short-period signals received at 

LASA and NORSAR are des «"'bed. Further work on inter- 

fering Rayleigh waves and or the phase pP is included, to- 

gether with several studies »n global seismology. Our de- 

velopment of a seismic computer terminal system for the 

ARPA Network is progressing satisfactorily. 
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SUMMARY 

This is the twentieth Semiannual Technical Surrmary report of M.l.T.  Lincoln Laboratory's 

Seismic Discrimination Group.    The research activities of this Group are directed toward the so- 

lution of the seismological problems associated with the detection, location and identification of 

earthquakes and nuclear explosions.    We are particularly concerned with the analysis of glcbal 

seismic information, utilizing modern interactive computer-processing techniques, in order to de- 

velop the technological background necessary for the negotiation of a comprehensive test-ban treaty. 

A major effort of the Group has been to study the detection and location capability of the 

existing network of seismic stations and arrays.    The period 20 February to 19 March 1972 was 

designated cs the International Seismic Month and,  with the excellent cooperation of seismologists 

in many countries, the available seismic data for this period have been analyzed in detail.    The 

first phase of this project consisted of the preparation of an epicenter list based on the short- 

period arrivals at selected WWSSN stations,  Canadian network stations, and a number of arrays 

including LASA and NORSAR.    This phase is now completed, and the final epicenter list contains 

996 entries.    Specia1 attention has been given to the precision of the estimates of epicentral loca- 

tion, focal depth and magnitude,  and the events have been categorized by ehe reliability of these 

estimates.    The second phase of the study concerns the association of long-period arrivals with 

the listed events,  and the assignment of surface wave magnitudes.    The problem of associating 

the long- and short-period data has raised a number of interesting questions that are important 

for seismic discrimination.    This phase will be completed shortly.    The final report on this 

study,  including basic statistical analyses of the data,  will be available in the spring of 1974. 

We continue to have a strong interest in research concerning the performance of seismic 

arrays, and a number of studies of this kind are described.    We have developed the comparison 

of NQüSAR with LASA, and it is becoming apparent that much of the observed complexity of 

short-period arrivals at NORSAR may be attributed to crust and upper-mantle structure.    Re- 

sults are presented detailing the nature of this complexity for each subarray,  in terms of spectral 

characteristics, and explaining how these influence the performance of the array as a whole,  in 

terms of array diagrams.    Some of these features are similar to those found at LASA. 

Research in seismic discriminatior has concentrated on two subjects - the interfering Ray- 

leigh wave problem,  and the further study of the depth phase pP.    The presence of multipathing 

can complicate the process of the separation of Rayleigh waves from two events, but results are 

given that indicate some success using high-resolution frequency-wave number techniques.   Com- 

plications in the structure of pP due to reflections at internal boundaries in the earth are de- 

scribed,  and the identification of pP in explosion records is discussed. 

In preparation for making use of the global seismic information to be available via the ARPA 

Network, we have been extending our research into global seismology, and are strengthening our 
facilities for the rapid access and processing of digital data. Improvements in world-wide seis- 

mic station corrections are proposed, and we continue our study of inhomogeneities in the earth. 

S-wave travel-time anomalies show evidence of these inhomogeneities even more clearly than 

P-waves. In addition, we describe a study that is the first step in a series of investigations 

attempting to relate earthquake source mechanisms to large-scale tectonics. 

Our development of a sophisticated interactive computer facility for utilizing the capabilities 

of the ARPA Network is continuing.   We shall have a permanent connection into the network In the 

very near future, and we expect to be ready to receive seismic information as it becomes avail- 

able oi, the Network. „  A   ^. . 
M.A. Chmnery 
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A.     ISM   KVKNT   LIST   •  il \ IMt   i K HIS I K S 

The International Sei»?n)i<   -Month (ISM)ii a multi-national inoperative experiment which has 

been discus n.:<\ in previous SATS   und in a recent report'   Our final list of verified events for 

that experiment contains 996 entries,   169 of which have not been assigned body wave magnitudes. 

TI.e most common reasons for this are: 

(1) The lack of reported amplitudes l)\ < ertain stations. 

(2) The lark of recorded   I' arrival-! at distances greater than 10°. 

Obviously,  the first of these also affects the quality of the m.  value even when we do have enough 

amplitudes to assign m,  to an event.    With this in mind,  we have taken steps to partially correct 

the situation.    Our film library was searched to find film chips for stations which were used in 

the ISM but which previously had not been completely r ad specifically for the ISM.    There were 

20 surh stations.    A search of ISM data indicated that more than 800 V arrivals at these stations 

had been associated with events,   but that no amplitude or period readings were in the data base. 

The film data have been reviewed and the missing amplitude and period data obtained.    These 

data will shortly be integrated into the rest of the ISM information,  and m.   values revised ac- 

cordingly.    This is expected to change some of the statistics which are discussed below. 

An attempt has been made to grade events according to the reliability that we can assign to 

the event parameters.   There are eight grades, namely,  A,   li, C,  and   D for events which could 

be located without restraining the depth in anv wav,  and AI, HI, CI, and 1)1 for cases when the data 

left the depth indeterminate  md it was necessary to arbitrarily restrain depth.    To avoid confu- 

sion,  we should note that depth phases arc used routinely by our location program,  and that a 

hypocenter obtained using depth phases is considered unrestrained.    An indeterminate depth indi- 

cates that the location program converged to a negative depth or a depth greater .nan 700 km,  or 

that depi    u.is so poorly constrained that convergence could not be obtained. 

The •   ent grades are based upon six different parameters.    One of these,   NAYEMB,  is the 

number ol individual station m.   values averaged to get the ISM m.  value,  AVEMB.    The other 

five,  which relate to location,   arc 

DEGF Degrees of freedom in the location.    This is the number of 
observations used minus the number of parameters to be 
determined., 

RATIO Goodness of fit measure.    Residuals are weighted inversely 
by their assigned standard deviations,   summed,  and divided 
by DEGF to obtain  RATIO. 

MAX \X2 Largest principal semiaxis of our estimated epicenter error 
ellipse.    ( alculatcd only for unrestrained locations.    Units 

- " kilometers. 

DKnilQ i     ! length of our estimated depth error bar,  in kilometers. 
Calculated only for unrestrained locations. 

DEPTH ISM assigned depth for the event,   in kilometers. 

The exact quantitative meaning of some of these items is not finalized,  but we have tried to use 

them nevertheless.    Some 

last SATS ( JO .bine 197J).1 

them nevertheless.    Some discussion of them,  and our location program,  will be found in our 
t 

.v 



TABLE 1-1 
1 

LINCOLN  iSM GRADING RULES 

Run Free Restrained 

Grade = A (287) Grade - AI (61) 
MAXAX2< 100 RATION 1 
RATIO < 2 DEGF > 5 
DLGF > 4 NAVEMB ^ 3 
DEPTHQ/DEPTH< 0.5 or DEPTHQ« 25 
NAVEMB> 3 

Grade - H(56) Grade = BI (19) 
MAXAX2< 100 RATION 1 
RATIO < 2 DEGF ^ 5 
DEGF > 4 NAVEMB - 1 or 2 
DEPTHQ/DEPTH« 0.5 or DLPTIIQ^ 25 
NAVE MB - 1 or 2 

Grade ^ (' (SO) Grade = CI (32) 
MAXAX2< 100 RATIO > 1 
RATIO < 2 RATIO < 2 
DEGF > 4 DEGF > 5 
DEPTHQ/DEPTH > 0.5 NAVEMB ^ 1 
DEPTHQ > 25 
NAV'h'MB^ 1 

Grade - D vf<97) Grade = DI(264) 
All i :.n free which are not All restrained which 
A.  Z   or (' are not A.  B, or C 

Table 1-1 gives the .-Winition of grades in terms of the above parameters.    The number of 

events in ea'h grade is giv »n in parentheses.    For a given grade,  all conditions must be met. 

The transition from Grad^ A to D is fairly clear in the case of unrestrained events; that is: 

A - Excellent bypocenter ^nd m. 

B - Excellent hypo enter, bu   perhaps less reliable m, 

C - Excellent epicenter,  but perhaps less reliable depth as well as m. 

D = All others. 

The transition is more arbitrary ind less clear for AI to DI. First note that DEGF ^ 5 for AI, 

BI. and CI. whereas it is DEGF ^ 4 for A. B. and C. In effect, this means that we must have 

at least eight observations used for location in ail cases. 

For AI and BI, we require RATIO< 1 rather than RATIO ^ 2 in the hope that tighter control 

c i that parameter will compensate for not having DEPTHQ or MAXAX2.    In case CI. we include 

events with 1 < RATIO< 2 in place of relaxing the depth control parameters which are not avail- 

able.    The transition in terms of NAVEMB is uncharged for restrained events.    We should note 

that for many purposes events in grades AI.  BI. and CI, pnd even many in DI,  probably have 

good depths.    That is, shallow depths ere probably good within a few tens of kilometers and deep 

events do get listed as deep.    Unfortunately, this is a subjective and unsubstantiated assertion, 

A final point to re-emphasize is that events were restrained in depth only when that was the only 

way convergence of the location program could be obtained. 

Events in grades D and DI tend to be the lower-magnitude events.    This is clear from Fig. 1-1. 

However not all (D,  DI) events have assigned magnitudes so small that they arc of no interest for 

■ .^v 
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discrimination.    This creates a problem unless these events can be somehow upgraded or it can 

be established that the assigned magi üude is very much in error.    Our reading of additional am- 

plitudes should help this situation somewhat. 

The overall geographical distribution of all ISM events is shown in Fig. l-?.(s). Figure I-2{b) 

shows the distribution of events when (D, DI) events are excluded from the population. Table 1-2 

is a somewhat more detailed breakdown of geographical distribution by grade and seismic region 

(Flinn and Engdahl ). The fraction of events in the (D, DI) categories for a reg on gives a crude 

idea of how well that region was covered by ISM data and procedures. No more th'^n 25 percent 

of the events from regions 18, 21, 24, 26. 27, 28, ana 31 are D or DI. However lore than 

75 percent of events in regions 3, 11, 16. 35, 36, 37, 38, ,9 and 43 are category i1 or DI, lead- 

ing us to believe that these regions require improved station coverage or data-proc ssing methods. 

It is our belief that all events on the ISM list are real.    However,  when dealing vith large 

numbers of observations,  it is always possible for data to erroneously fit together tc create bo- 

gus events.    An experiment was conducted with the help of USGS to see how serious a problem 

this might be.    A set of random arrival times was generated for a simulated period of ten days 

with approximately the same number of arrivals per day as was reported during the ISM.    These 

data were processed by the USGS program which is normally used to associate arrivals and lo- 

cate events for PDE.    Of course, all the arrivals in this experiment were false whereas half or 

more of the arrivals in the actual ISM clearly associate with real events.    Nevertheless, the 

program generated a surprising 99 bogus events.    However, unlike the 996 ISM events, the 99 

events were not subjected to careful analysis,  review,  and reworking.    For example.  77 of the 

99 events have a RATIO (defined above) larger than all but two of the actual ISM events.    No ar- 

ray azimuth and velocity information was available for control.    The distribution of the stations 

associated with an event was not considered by the program.    Although it has not been possible 

to complete the analysis of these 99 pseudo-events without prejudice,  it is our belief that no 

more than a few would have beer accepted during routine ISM processing.    Any accepted ones 

would certainly have been graded either D or DI.    In summary,  we conclude that no more than a 

small fraction ot 1 percent of ISM events might be bogus. 

Some comoarisons have been made between ISM epicenters ami epicenters from other sources. 

Events of grades D and DI were excluded for these comparisons.    The other sources of epicenters 

were the USGS PDE list, the LASA daily bulletin, and the NORSAR daily bulletin.   The distance in 

degrees from the ISM epicenter to each of these was calculated and the histograms in Fig. I-3(a-c) 

were generated.   The histograms are constructed with boxes of unit width centered at I8, 2°,.. . , 20°. 

The number of ISM-PDE,  ISM-LASA.  ISM-NORS A; events used were 304,   362, and 285,  respec- 

tively.    There were 5 LASA and 2 NORSAF! cases off the scale of the histograms.    These and 

other large discrepancies are being checked for specific explanations and/or clerical errors, 

ISM and PDE epicenters are quite close to each other.    However,  ISM and LASA or NORSAR can 

differ by several degrees, with NORSAR showing more spread than LASA.    This is to be expected 

since NORSAR has a smaller aperture and also gives bulletin reports based on PKP phases.   The 

possibility that ISM epicenters are in error by several degrees must be briefly entertained, but 

the consistency of ISM and PDE epicenters seems to make that unlikely. 

A subset of 32 of the almost 200 stations u*ed in generating the ISM event list have been se- 

lected for additional study. These stations were selected to give good global coverage while us- 

ing stations which contributed data to large numbers of ISM events. Table I- 3 shows this list of 

stations and an indication of their contribution to the ISM in terms of total picks submitted, total 



TABLE  I- 2 

DISTKIHITION  OF  ISM   EVENTS :{Y GRADE  AND SEISMIC REGION 

Region 
No. 

N umber of Events by Gi rade 

Region Name A "AT B BI c CI I) 1)1 All 

1 Alaska-Aleutian Arc 24 2 1 4 6 1 17 14 69 
2 Rastern Alaska to Vancouver Island 1 1 1 3 
? California-Nevada Heßion 1 1 2 2 14 20 

'         4 Baja California and C.u'f of ( anforni« 2 4 1 1 8 3 6 18 43 
S Mexico-Guatemala Area 9 4 2 3 8 26 
6 Central America 4 2 3 7 5 21 
7 ('aribbean Loop 10 1 1 1 6 19 
H \ndean South America 17 2 ;i 2 1 1 23 20 77   1 
9 Extreme South America 1 1 1 3   I 

10 Southern Antilles 1 i 1 2 3 8 
11 New Zealand Heßion i 3 4 
12 Kcrmadec-Tonga-Samoa Area 14 2 2 3 2 3 10 18 54 
13 Fiji Islands Area 5 3 1 1 H 5 23   1 
14 New Hebrides Islands 13 3 2 1 8 9 36 
IS Bismarck and Solomon Islands 6 1 3 1 4 1 12 12 40 
If) New Guinea 4 1 1 11 8 25 
17 Caroline Islands to Guam 
18 Guam to Japan 57 5 8 8 4 it 13 107 
19 Japan- Kuriles- Kamchatka 43 5 9 2 16 2 25 32 li4 
20 Southwestern Japan and Hyukyu Islands 3 1 4 8 
21 Taiwan 4 1 1 1 1 2 10 
22 Philippines 8 2 3 1 2 19   1 
23 Horneo-Celebes 1 1 1 6   1 
24 Sunda Arc 8 1 6 3 1 2 23 
2S Burma and Southeast Asia 2 3 
2f> India-Tibet-S7,echwan-Yunan 2 1 4 
27 Southern Sinkianß to Kansu 3 3 
28 Alma-Ata to Lake Baikal 2 2 1 S 
29 Western Asia 6 2 1 \ IS 30 
30 Middle Hast-Crimea-Balkans 12 1 4 2 1 1 10 38 
31 Western Mediterranean Area 3 3 1 h 
32 Atlantic Ocean 3 1 6 1 17 
33 Indian Ocean 1 4 1 2 1 13 
34 Hastern North America t 1 1 1 9 
3S Lastern South America 1 
36 Northwestern Europe 5 
37 Africa 9 
38 Australia 2 
39 Pacific Basin 1 2 5 
40 Arctic Zone 5 1 1 2 10 
41 Kastern Asia 5 2 10 
42 N. E. Asia, Northern Alaska to Greenland 1 1 2 
43 Southeastern and Antarctic Pacific 2 1 6 13 
44 Galapagos Area 1 1 3 
45 Macquarie Loop 1 2 
46 Andaman Islands to Sumatra 1 1 4 
47 Baluchistan 1 I 2 
48 Hindu Kush and Pamir 7 4 2 1 1 20 
49 Northern Asia 
50 Antarctica 
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used i;. some way. number of events to which the station contributed, and a breakdown of phase 

assignme'vls.    Of these stations.   LAO   NAO,  HFS,   KBL,   CHG.  and all Canadian stations were 

^arefjl'y read by an analyst or in some other way treated especially for the ISM.    For tht other 

stations, only the picks routinely suomitted by them to USGS for PDE wer3 used for ISM.    One 

purpose in selecting this smaller number of stations was to isolate a limited number of stations 

for .nore tletailcd study.    The other was to configure a modest network and evaluate its perform- 

ance relative to the overall ISM. 

TABLE 1-4 

COMPARISON OF GRADE  DISTRIBUTION OF ISM  EVENTS 
WITH THAT C^ SUBLIST GENERATED AND GRADED 

USING ONL/ A SUBSET OF  32 STATIONS 

Grade 
Number 

of ISM Events 
Number of Regraded 

ISM 32 Events 

A 287 233 

AI 61 67 

B 56 0 

BI 19 5 

C 80 8 

CI 32 8 

D 197 239 
DI 2L4 268 

An i;tempt has been made to locate all ISM events using only the 32-station network.    The 

rt «lit k?.s been encouraging.    It has been possible to locate 818 of the 996 events using just the 

32 stations.    Of the 178 which could not be located,  168 of them were in the (D,  DI) category, 

6 in the (C,  CH) category, and 4 :n the B category in the original ISM list.    However, when the 

cv 'nts locaHd with 32 stations were graded there was a modest downgrading of event quality. 

Tne number of events in each grade for the ISM and the 32-station network is shown in Table 1-4. 

The capability of smaller networks will continue to be investigated. 

R. T. Lacoss 
R. E. Needham 
R. M. Sheppard 

B.     ANALYSIS OF THE ISM  LONG-PERIOD DATA 

The second half of the ISM experiment concerns the detection and association of surface 

waves recorded during the month an   the assignment of surface wave magnitudes to the events 

located using short-peHod data.    This will allow the evaluation of the existing long-period ar- 

rays and networks over an extended period of time using a comprehensive epicenter list and 

help focus the problems that a world-wide, operational, discrimination effort might encounter. 

The analysis of the long-period data is not yet complete v.id what follows is a brief, interim 

report. 

_A. 



1. The Data 

The long-period data for the ISM study came from three major sources and,  for the most 

part, are based on readings of seismograms from stations of various networks.    The source 

and type of data are: 

Department of Energy,   Mines,  and Resources,  Ottawa,  Canada. 
Amplitudes, periods, and associations of Rayleigh waves recorded 
at selected stations of the World-Wide Standard Seismographic 
Network (WWSSN) and Canadian networks and the Hagfors array. 
Sweden. 

Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory.    Amplitudes,  periods, 
and approximate arrival times of Rayleigh and Love waves re- 
corded at stations of the Very Long-Period Experiment (VLPE) 
network. 

Lincoln Laborator>.    Amplitudes,  periods,  associations and arrival 
times of Rayleigh w aves recorded at selected stations of the WWSSN. 

In addition,  selected data from the long-period arrays (LASA,  NORSAR.  and ALPA) were 

provided by the Seismic Data Analysis Center (SDAC) and Texas Instrumentr. 

2. Association 

The most difficult problem encountered thus far has been in the development of an optimum 

automatic scheme to be used in the association of the 15,000 long-period readings with the 996 

ISM events.    Although in many cases associations were made by the readers, the criteria for 

declaring an association were not uniformly set down nor were the cases of multiple associations 

adequately recorded.    The association schemes studied all follow the same pattern.    The velocity 

of each Rayleibli phase was computed using the origin times of earthquakes in the previous two 

hours, and this velocity was compared with a theoretical group velocity.    If the obp<?rved group 

velocities fell within a window centered on the theoretical group velocity for the appropriate pe- 

riod, an association was declared.    Multiple associations were allowed and recorded. 

Initially, the theoretical group velocity was taken as an average between pure continental 

and oceanic extremes, and velocity windows of *0.7, 0.5, and 0.3 km/sec were used.    Then a 

more elaborate scheme to estimate the theoretical group velocity was employed in which the 

earth was divided into 15* x 15° sectors and each sector was designated as oceanic, continental, 

or mixed.    For each attempted association, a path was traced from the station to the hypothetical 

epicenter and a path parameter, based on the percentage of the path in the various sectors, was 

assigned.    A continental or oceanic group velocity curve was employed if the path was more than 

50 percent either one.    Otherwise, an average group velocity curve was used to compute tne 

theoretical group velocity.    In this scheme, the observed velocity had to fall within ±0.2 km/sec 

of the theoretical one in order for an association to be declare«. 

These methods were tested on all 1995 readings of main Ra^igh phases made by the Lincoln 

Laboratory Group for the first 10 days of the ISM.    A second test was made on a subset of those 

readings with amplitudes of 3 mm or more on the original seismegram.    The results of these 

tests arc shown in Tables 1-5 and 1-6.    Table 1-5 shows the number of times that all individual 

readings and those of the subset were associated with an event using the various association 

methods.   In the sense that the method which yields the maximum number of unique associations 

is the optimum one, an average group velocity curve with a 0.5-km/sec window would appear to 

yield the best results of all the methods tested when all the readings are considered.    The per- 

centage of unique associations increases for all methods when only readings of amplitude > 3.0 mm 

^ 



TABLE 1-6 

MMBKR OF TIMES THAT  LONG-PERIOD READINGS MADE 
DURING  FIRST  10  DAYS OF ISM WERE ASSOGf \TED WITH  EVENTS 

Number/percentage 
of all readings (19^S) 

Number of Associations 
of a Single Reading 

Method of Association 0 1 2 3 4 

7P3 
39 

^,37 
32 

968 
48 

1184 
5P 

878 
44 

9 36 
47 

841 
42 

741 
38 

254 
12 

341 
17 

160 
8 

64 
3 

57 
3 

3 

22 
1 

4 
0.2 

0.4 

11 
0.6 

4 
0.2 

2 
C.I 

Average velocity 
±0.7 km/sec window 

Average velocity 
* 0.5 km/sec window 

Average velocity 
* 0.3 km/sec window 

Path-dependent velocity 
±0.2 km/sec window 

Number/percentage 
of readings 5-3.0 mm 
(372) 

1 

66 
17 

92 
24 

149 
40 

156 
42 

184 
49 

199 
53 

182 
49 

196 
53 

00 
24 

67 
18 

38 
10 

19 
5 

23 
6 

12 
5 

2 
0.5 

1 
0.3 

7 
2 

2 
0.5 

1 
0.3 

0 
0 

Average velocity 
±0.7 km/sec window 

Average velocity 
±0.5 km/sec window 

Average velocity 
±0.3 km/sec window 

Path-dependent velocity 
±0.2 km/sec window 



T \HU: 1-6 
MMHIiH   AND FKIU KNTAGKS OF AGREEMENTS 

BKTWEEN  AlTOMATIC ASSOCIATION SCHEMES AND THOSE 
MADE   HV   HAND WHEN ONLY  ONE  AUTOMATIC 

ASSOCIATION WAS  MADE 

Method 

All 

Percentage 
Like Associations 

Total Single Associations 

Average velocity 
* 0.7 km/sec window 

f)94 
878 

0. 7° 

Average velocity 
± 0. S km/sec window 

740 
9 36 

0.79 

Average velocity 
± 0. 3 km/sec" window 

664 
841 

0.79 

Path-dependent 
velocity ± 0.2 km/sec 
window 

613 
74i 

0.82 

Amplitude > 3.0 mm 

Average velocity 
* 0.7 kxn/sec window 

15S 
184 

0.84 

Average velocity 
* 0, S km/sec window 

164 
109 

0.82 

Average velocity 
± 0. 3 km/sec window 

147 
1 82 

0.80 

Path-dependent 
velocity * 0.2 km/sec 
window 

170 
196 

0.86 

are used.    This increase is most dramatic for the method which used a path-dependent group 

velocity and a smaller association window.    Assuming that the period and arrival time of the 

larger phases were read with greater accuracy than smaller ones,  we must conclude that path- 

dependent velocities are justified when the data were based on large,  clear phases. 

Table 1-6 summarizes another test that was made of the association algorithms using the 

associations made by the readers at Lincoln Laboratory.    Rased on the same readings as 

Table 1-5.  this table shows the number and percentages of times that a unique automatic associ- 

ation agreed with the Lincoln readers' association,    if the latter are assumed to be the correct 

association, then the various automatic methods can be tested on the criteria of number of cor- 

rect unique associations and percentage of correct associations based on the number of unique 

associations.    Table 1-6 shows that when 311 the data are considered,  thp average group velocity 

cirve with a O.S-km/sec window gives the maximum number of agrcrments,  although the per- 

centage of like associations made by this method is the same or less than the others.    When the 

larger amplitude data are considered,  the method which uses the path-dependent velocities is 

slightly better than the others tested.    Clearly,  criteria other than group velocity could be used 

in the automate association of surface wave readings with a list of earthquakes.    The amplitude 

of the surface wave considered with the body wave magnitude,  depth,  and distance of the event 

i i 
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would certainly help sort out multiple associations.    However,  such a scheme would have to be 

applied with care in a discrimination experiment. 

Although work continues on an optimum surface wave association algorithm, we have applied 

the one based on an average group velocity curve and a ±0.5-km/sec windov to the entire ISM 

loug-period data set.    Using only readings which possess a unique a.ssociat o.i and the surface 

v/ave magnitude formula M    = log{A/T) + 1.66 log A + 3. 3 (a vertical Rayleijjh amplitude in mi- s 
crons,  Z06 < A< 160°,  and i5< T< 30 sec),  we have computed an average M   based on two or 

more readings for 264 of the 827 ISM events to which a body wavi magnitude (m. ) was assigned. 

In Fig. 1-4, we inevitably plot this average M   vs the average IT- of these events.    Although there 

are yet errors in association represented in Fig. 1-4,  it gives us something to test subsequent 

schemes against.    In order to be considered improvements,   jther methods of magnitude deter- 

mination or reading association should reduce the scatter ir or add more points to Fig. 1-4,  or 

both.    Figure 1-4 does produce one encouraging note; the circled point is a presumed underground 

nuclear test at the Semipalatinsk test site in Eastern Kazakh.    Without qualifying the remaining 

events by depth or region, this presumed explosion separates from them rather well. 

J. Filson 
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Fig. 1-1. Incremental histogram of ISM mb (AVEMB) for (a) events graded, 
A, AI, B, BI, C, and CI, and (b) events graded D or DI which have an as- 
signed magnitude. 
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Fig. I-?. Histograms comparing A, AI, R, HI, C, and CI grade ISM epicenters 
with (a) IJSGS Preliminary Determination of Epicenters list, (b) I.ASA daily 
bulletin, and (c) NOKSAH daily bulletin.    Inits are degrees. 
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Fig. 1-4. Average Ma vs average nib for 2f)4 events of ISM. Average Ms 
determinations are based on two or more measurements in restricted pe- 
riod and distance range. Only unique associations from one of association 
schemes v/as used.   Circled point is presumed explosion in Kastern Kazakh. 
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II.    AHHAY STIDIKS 

A. NOHSAK  EPICENTER AZIMUTH   EKKOHS 

A continuing effort to understand the NORSAH epicenter anomalies is producing more 

interfting results than tlie I.ASA epicenter anomalies.    The NORSAH azimuth anomaly,  in par- 

ticular,   is one that is difficult to understand or approximate with a model.    The azimuth -mornalv 

is defined as the difference between the true azimuth to the epicenter and the actual observed 

azimuth at NORSAR.    A least-square fit was made to the subarray arrival times obtained from 

the event processor that were corrected to remove any misalignment.    From this process the 

velocity,  azimuth,  and epicenter were obtained.    When the array epicenter is plotted with the 

true PDE epicenter (Fig. 11-1),  the azimuth error is n >t onlv apparent bill  is (juite profound.    He- 

cause of the character of this anomaly,   the primary cause must he the array,   with minor sec- 

ondary effects caused by the epicenter.     One cannot account for the azimuth error as a result 

of a plane-dipping interface at the MOHO.    Only in a very general way would a plane-dipping 

MOHO approximate the azimuth or dT/dA error.    More likely,  one needs a dipping MOHO with 

an egg-shaped bulge under NORSAR.     The dip of the MOHO would be westerly while the axis of 

the dome in the MOHO would he west-northwesterly.    Kay tracing is now beiny used to model 

the actual data. 
R. M. Sheppard 

B. ANALYSIS OF ARRAY DIAGRAMS AT  LASA AND NORSAR 

A powerful method for the analysis of approach angle,  or slowness,   anomalies for P-wave 

signals at an array is based on their representation in slowness (dT/dA,  azimuth) space.    Such 

a representation,  known as an array diagram,   involves the plotting of these anomalies as arrows, 

in which the tail represents the dT/dA and azimuth measured for the P-wave signal at the array, 

and the head represents the dT/dA and azimuth that would be obtained from the true,   or in this 

case NOS,  location and J-H tables.     This approach has been used by Manchee and Wcichert, 

Vinnik and Nikolayev,   and by Davies and Sheppard,   and Capon   at LASA. 

A problem of considerable importance is the determination of the various inhomogeneous 

regions within the earth that are responsible lor these P-wave slowness anomalies measured 

by LASA.    These inhomogeneities may be described broadly as due to the following causes: 

fi) Random part of local crust and upper-mantle structure at the receiver, 

(2) Deterministic part of local crustal structure at the receiver, 

(3) Propagation path effects,  primarily in the lower mantle, and 

(4) Source region effects,  due to structures such as dipping plates of lithosphere. 

It has be°n shown by Capon   that the effect,  due to the structure listed in item (1),  on the 

P-wave slowness anomaly is negligible.    The reason for this is that the LASA tends to average 

out the effeci due to this rtructure when the slowness of the P-wave is measured by means of a 

least-squares fit of a plane wave set of arnvai times to the actual set of arrival times measured 

over the entire LASA.    This means that the source of the anomaly must then be due to some,   if 

not all,  of the structures listed in items (2),  (3),  and (4). 

If the anomaly were caused by a plane-dipping interface directly under the array,  the array 

diagram would consist of a set of error vectors whose magnitudes were all approximately the 
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s.tiic ami v.liK h nil pointtd proi'isoh  m tlu- (iin-ctidn ut" <iip ()t the interface.    Thus,  the effect 

of Li sloping intt't'faii' ran !)<■ nbtainecl if.m ih'.1 at'r-aN fliaiji'am 1)\' fitting a constant vector' to the 

error vectors in Hie iliai»ram.    These results Acre first shown by Manchee and Weichert,   and 

an example of this has been yiven l)> < apon      Davits and Sheppard    have pointed out that a slowly 

varying distribution of arrows,  ;tll approxirnnteh of equal length and pointi'tg in the same direc- 

tion,   would intlicate :i bias introduced beneath the array.    This bias may not be due necessarily 

to a dipping interface but,  for example,  from a distribution or coating of incremental time de- 

lays thai are nol independenl of each other lor* flic various directions of approach.    That is,   these 

incremental lime delays arc direction;! I IN  independent.    Thus,  the effect of the deterministic 

p;irt of the local i instal strueiure at the array,   given in item (2),may be obtained by determining 

the average of all the error vectors in the array diagram.    I'or simplicity,   this structure may 

be considered to be represented b>  some etpiivalent plane-dipping interface,  and the dip and 

strike direction for it may be obtained easily from the magnitude and direction of the average 

vector by using some results due to Niazi.     ()nee the effect due to ihis structure has been re- 

moved,  by subtracting the average of all the error vectors from ea h of the vectors in the array 

diagram,   then the source of the remaining anomaly must be due to the structures in items H) 

and (4). 

In the previous SATS,   a method of analysis based on the array diagram was presented which 

showed that the crust,  upp-r,  and mid-mantle structures directly beneath LASA were responsible 

for most of the P-vvave slowness anomaly.     The proof was,   of necessity,  only heuristic in nature 

since there is no unique way in which earth structures can be defined as responsible for the anom- 

aly.    However,  additional results are now presented to support the proof presented previously, 

and similar results tor die NOHSAM are also presented. 

The basis of the proof presented in the previous SATS    is that the spatial rate of variation 

of the error* vectors can,  at bast formally,   be associated with heterogeneities at certain depths 

in the earth.     Ihe more rapid these spatial variations become,   the more distant from  LASA th< 

heterogeneities must be placed to explain the anomalies.    Some artificial array diagrams are 

now presented,   for hypothetical earth structures,   to support this coi    lusion.    All these results 

were obtained by using a ray-tracing program which, is based on the computational procedure of 

Niazi ' for finding the slowness of a ray which is refracted by a plane-dipping interface.    The 

first example deals with the corrugated surface proposer! by (ircenfield and Sheppard,   as a model 

for the MOIK) under LASA,   in order to explain the source of the anomaly.    The array diagram 

for this structure is shown in I ig. 11-2,  and it is seen that a relatively slov.lv varying distribution 

of arrows,  all approximately of equal length and pointing in almost the same direction,   is ob- 

tained.    This result agrees with the notion that such a distribution of arrows should be associated 

with a struv ture located beneath the array. 

The average vector in Fig. 11-2 has a magnitude of O.öd sec/deg,  and points at an azimuth 

of 34C'5.    By using the pv »cedure of Niazi    once again,   it is possible to show that this error vec- 

tor is due to a hypothetical plane-dipping interface under LASA with dip of about H0 and direction 

of dip at an azimuth of 340%  assuming that the ratio of crustal-to-mantle velocity is 0.7S.    These 

parameters correspond roughly with those of a plane which might be considered as a least-squares 

fit for the corrugated surface.    That is,   this average plane can be considered as one which inter- 

sects the corrugated surface in such a way as to minimize the sum of the squares of the deviations 

between them.    The error vectors in the array diagram in Lig. 11-2 can be considered as due 

primarily to this average plane,  with small deviations introduced due to the effect of the corru- 

gated surface. 
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flu  second example deals with a pyramidal structure wnose apex is located 150 km beneath 

the center of I,ASA.     I lie clip angle,   for all four sides of the pyramid,   is in3 and the dip direction 

of "tie of the sides is at an azimuth of 45°,   sn that,  of course,   the dip directions for the other 

sides are I iS",   ZZ^",   and 31 Sp.     The velocity contrast across the structure ;s 'aken as 0.85. 

The array diagram for this structure is shown in Kig, II- 3,  and it is seen that a relatively rapidly 

varying distribution of arrows is obtained.    It is recalled from Fig. 111-6 of the previous SATS 

that the horizontal cross section of the disk in the 75- to 22S-km depth range,   at a depth of about 

150 km.   is equal to about four tirn^s the area of the LASA aperture.    As a consequence,   it was 

shown    that there should be four independent error vectors introduced in the array diagram by 

a structure located at :i depth of 1 ^n km.    It is expected,  therefore,  that the array diagram in 

Pig. II- J should contain four independent error vectors.    This is not exactly true,  but can be 

considered as a reasonable approximation.    Kor example,   the array diagram in Fig. 11-3 can be 

divided into four equal quadrants,  and within each particular quadrant the average "ictor can 

be found,  and it can be used to replace the vectors within the quadrant.    The array diagram ob- 

tained in this manner contains four independent vectors and can be considered a good apnroxi- 

mation for the result in I'ig. II- 3.    It should be noted that the orientatiot« of the axes used to ob- 

tain the quadrants is no   particularly important,  as a gcod approximation is obtained for all such 

orientations.     Thus,  this example also provides further corroboration for the heuris ic proof 

presented  in the last SATS. 

The analysis procedure described previously   has been applied to the array diagram at 

MOKSAK.    Tin  decomposition of the region directly under NORSAR is shown in Fig. 11-4,  and 

differs somewhat from the corresponding result for LASA shown in l-'ig. HI-6 of the previous 

SATS,   since the aperture of NOHSAR is 110 km as compared with 200 km for LASA.    The orig- 

inal data consisted of 122 error vectors.    However,   in order to provide uniform coverage in 

the array diagram,  a data decimation scheme was used in which the array diagram was divided 

into a grid of 20 ■ 20 cells,  where each cell is a square of 1 * 1 sec/deg.    The first ten vectors 

to fall within a given . ell were taken as acceptable data.    This led to a total of 218 error vectors 

as shown in Fig. II-^    The average of these error vectors was computed and found to point in 

the direction corresponding to an azimuth of 2H6n,  with a modulus of 0.52 sec/deg.    This mean 

vector- could be associated with a plane-dipping interface which dips down at an azimuth of 286°. 

These parameters could be associated with a mean dip of 6° of the MOMO under NOHSAR,  as- 

suming a crustal'to-mantle velocity ratio of 0.75,  although the MOHO is not necessarily the 

only source of anomaly. 

In Fig. 11-6 we have the sum of the average vector and all the vectors obtained using the 

sub-averaging method described previously.    The great similarity of the array diagram in 

I'ig. W-L with that in Fig. 11-5 should be noted.    This similarity is also borne out by the small 

magnitudes of the vectors shown in Fig. 11-7 which depicts the difference between the error vec- 

tors in Figs. 11-5 and II-f).     The mean-square value of the error vectors shown in Fig. H-7.   rel- 

ative to that in the original array diagrpm shown in Fig. H-5,  is about -13.'J dB.    This means 

• i.at the analysis procedure has been able to remove more than 96 percent of the original error 

vectors,   when measured in terms of mean-square value of the magnitudes.    This should be 

compared with the corresponding result for LASA of 90 percent obtained previously. 

It is also possible to find the mean-square value of the error vectors in each depth range, 

relative to thcit in 'he original arrn\ diagram shown in Fig. H-S.    The results of such a compu- 

tation are shown in Fig. 11-8,  where the ordinate has been labeled' as relative amount of hetero- 

geneitv.     It is seen  from this  figure that   there is an approximately decreasing amount of 
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heterogeneity as the depth increases.    This agrees roughly with the notion that the earth becomes 

more homogeneous as the depth increases,  and agrees reasonably well with the corresponding 

result obtained previously for LASA. 

It should be mentioned that the orientation of the axes used to divide the array diagram into 

cells,  for the purpose of obtaining the sub-averages,   is allowed to vary in six steps,   from 0' 

to 75°,  with increments of 15° between the steps.    The results for the various orientations are 

averaged to obtain th^   inal sub-averages.    In addition,   the results for the various orientation 

angles ^re similar co each other.    This should serve to eliminate any criticism t* ?t thp analysis 

procedure is sensitive to the orientation angles employed to obtain the sub-averages.    Another 

refinement used in the method is to apply a two-dimensional triangular weighting function to the 

data in each cell when the sub-averages are obtained.     This is done to prevent the analysis method 

from being sensitive to large error vectors near the boundaries of a cell.    However,  the results 

obtained either with,   or without,   this type of weighting are quite similar. 

It is also possible to sum the average vector and all the vectors obtained using the sub- 
averaging method at points in the array diagram which do not necessarily represent the original 

data points, e.g.,  on a uniform grid.   This has been done at both NORSAR and LASA and the re- 

sults are shown in Figs. II-9 and !I-10,   respectively.   These data can serve to define the P-wave 

anomalies,  and thus the station corrections,  from aseismic regions.    It should be noted that the 

anomalies to be expected for the core phases at NORSAK and LASA are also depicted in Figs. II-9 

and II-U    respectively. 
J. Capon 

C.    A RANDOM  MEDIUM ANALYSIS OF CRUST AND UPPER-MANTLE 
STRUCTURE UNDER NORSAR 

The measurement of the P-wave amplitude,  phase,  and slowness within subarrays at LASA 

has been considered extensively in the past,    iaese analyses have revealed substantial variations 

in these quantities between subarrays.    Until recently,  there was no adequate geophysical model 

of the crust and upper mantle under  LASA which could explain these P-wavc anomalies.    However. 
8 5 

recent work by Aki    and Capon   has led to the development of earth models which could success- 

fully explain the source of these anomalies in certain cases.     This recent work is based on the 

notion of characterizing the crust and upper-mantle structure under LASA as a random, or 
9 

Chernov-type,   medium. 

A similar analysis has now been done at NORSAR.    Toward this end,  the P-wave amplitude 

and phap0 spectra have been measured for a total of 32 events distributed at various azimuths 

£.nd distances from NORSAR.    These spectra were measured over a S-sec interval starting at a 

time which is determined by the arrival time at e sensor of the best-fitting plane wave propagating 

across NORSAR.   The slowness of this plane wave is determined from the P-wave beamformmg 
u 

location system at NORSAR.    This procedure is similar to that used by Aki.    The body-wave 

magnitudes of the events employed in the study were all larger than about S.0,   in order to insure 

a reasonably good signal-to-noise ratio. 

There were 9 subarrays and 6 sensors per subarray at which soeclral measurements were 

made.   These 54 measurements were divided into three sets,  and within each set 13 sensors 

were considered.   The subarrt /s used in each set are: 

Set Subarrays 

1 OIR.   02H,   03R 
2 01A,   04f3,   06C 
3 0513,   06B.   07R 
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These sets of subarrays were chosen so that wii lin each set the subarrays are located on similar 

geologic struct "   s at NORSAR.    The particula   frequencies used in the analysis were 0.6,  0.8, 

1.2,  1.6,  and 2.0 Hz.    These five frequencier were chosen since they are similar to those used 

by Aki   and CaponJ in their related work ai LASA. 

The method which has been used by Aki   and Capon   to test whether a medium can be con- 
o 

sidered to be randomly inhomofe-ci.oous,  in the sense given by Chernov,   is as follows.   The 
9 2   ~2 theoretical relationship, due to Chernov.7 between B /S   and R.     for various values of the wave 

parameter is plotted,  as shown in Fig. V-li, where B   and S   are the mean-square fluctuations 

of amplitude and phase,  respectively, and R.     is the crosscorrelation coefficient between the 

amplitude and phase fluctuations.    The 90-pfcrcent confidence region is also shown in Fig, 11-11, 

as detemined from the size of the sample used i i the investigation     The metuod is to estimate 

2 "iT B /S   and R.    from the P-wave amplitude ^nd phase fluctuations and determine whether these 

estimates fall within the 90-percent cc nf'dcnce region predicted by the Chernov   theory, as given 

in Fig. 11-11.    These estimates have been made at NORSAR for the five frequencies and the three 

sets of sensors indicnted previously, and the results of these 15 measurements are shown in 

Fig. 11-11.    It is quite clear from the figure that all, except one, of the measurements fall out- 

side the confidence limits.    This indicates that the crust and upper-mantle structure under 

NORSAR does not appear to satisfy the conditions required for a Chernov-type medium. 

Measurements were also made of the transverse autocorrelation coefficients of the ampli- 

tude and phase fluctuations at 78 (=13-12/2) spatial lags and six successive values were averaged 

together, to improve the stability of the results,  so that a total of 13 points was obtained.   These 

measurements are shown in Figs. 11-12 and 11-13 for a frequency of 1.2 Hz and for the second 
Q 

set of sensors, along with the theoretical predictions cue to Chernov.    These results are typical 

of those obtained at other frequencies and fcr other sets of sensors.   The results ir Figs. 11-12 

and 11-13 show quite clearly that the correlation distance for this particular set iw measurements 

is about 4 km.   However,  if the entire set of 15 measurements is considered,  it is found that 

the correlation usance varies between about 4 and 8 km, with many of the measurements be- 

tween 4 and 6 km.   Thus,  it appears that ihe average correlation distance for the 15 measure- 
ments is about 6 km. 

The interpretation of these results is as follows.   The wavelength of the P-wave in th* 0.6- 

to 2.0-Hz range varies from about 13 to 4 km. assuming an average rompressional velocity of 

8 km/sec in the upper mantle.   Thus, the wavelengths are larger or, at best, of the same order 

as the size of the inhomogeneity,  or correlation distance.   This violates the condition of large- 
o 

scale inhomogeneitles, assumed by Chernov,   whnh requires that the wavelength be much smaller 

than the correlation distanc       I vnce,  it appears that the Chernov theory may not be applicable 

to the problem of the scatter!»^ r»( the P-waves under NHRSAR.   In particular,  it appears that 

multiple, and not single,  scatte.  n   is taking place under NORSAR,  so that the conditions re- 

quired in the solmion of the wav-     juatum by means of the Born approximation are not satisfied. 
g 

ihis conclusion was also reached by Aki   m his analysis at LASA for frequencies greater than 
i Hz. 

J. Capon 
K. A. Bertiussen 
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I).     AMI'LITI DK  AW)   PHASi:   ^ AlMA 1 IDN.S i )1    rU.NAl.S 
WITHIN  NOHSAH  AM)  I.ASA  SI MAKUAVS 

P-Wavt' amplitudi1 and  [»hast   rhuüuatl 'iis ar.- ht'iTl!    -■'.'•■': 'i'   -- a!   i   ras N   MJSAIi     m! 

I.ASA.    'i'Iuj amplitude llui tnan •[>.-  m   -• ism '^ram,- : ••<   ira, ,;   ,•  NiMJSAH rtpjn .u" tn i.   in ire 

severe &un thnse at  I ASA,  ifi.   main irns m ht-m^ th it thr h    •   «.'    •   . I«i      ■ ■  •   ■ •    md.     \« M.'S \i 

transmits a wide hand r)f fi'ttjuuncies • spi'i inlU ; r< a?t a   than 1 If/ r ^ th«   st-ns n-s     II .v.. .. t , 

I.ASA is located <>n crustal sfdiments nwv a ' <\\   Q nppj-i   mantl« .   v\hich nth n ritt.-, ! udi 

frequencies. 

As a function of frequencv,   du   amplitudi   flu* tu:d '»ns y itfun \* MJS \l 

prisingly similar t'> di >>«• within I.ASA Kul)arra\>     n< r>   .•     (,- s« ni     im 

plitude and phase variation within tin   suharnr*   »1 Soh'SAti an«! '  "-■   ( I - 

in Eastern Kazakh on 6 June 1971.    In  »t dn-t-» i-<juali/(   du      .i .tra    - . 

outer rin^ sensors and tht- center sensor   »f each suhai ra\ at  I.ASA ^«le iis<   i,     ai al  N' >l{SAh' 

all five t»liter subarrav sensors and center sennors w« ia   ust-ii      Kfji i -i   ii   \ \    h "•■ ; ,, r'»m|>ai is m 

between typical Bubarrays at I ASA and NOHSAH. 

At each subarray,   the Fouriei  spectra] ralm   »f ea< i: sens >r ■■> dn   snl mi n\ h«:itn was 

computed usiny 10 sec of P-wave data.    Krom the spectral ratios,   M •   m, an and standard rh-vi- 

atlon of the amplitude and phase delay spectra were c imputed for  en« !■ suharrav.     I h.   pliase 

delay is defined here t«> ht  the time delay in seconds   -t each frei ■    nes c »mp nu nf.    i!  is mv« ti 

by -^(u; l/u;,  where  ^  is in radians/second anrl ^(wj is the  mwrapperl phase -a the 4p^i:tral rati«». 

Figure II-1^ shows the mean anci standard deviation   il tfie nrnplitud»   spf-etral rntM.  o twu 

subarrays at NOUSAK and I,ASA.    Subarrays «><' at NOUSAH and I* at LASA ire rvpa  d   .i the 

best quality subarrays for this event.     I he mean amplitude spectral ratio   •! sensor to subarrav 

beam is very Hat over the fretjuency band ! t^ 2.S H/ fur i^nh subnrravs.     The dashed Im« s show 

the amplitude ratio plus and minus the standard deviati 'ti acr »ss ra< h suharrav.    la I .u '!,,•-., 

plots are the mean phase delay in seconds with standard devtati »i! s«  itti*r hunts for the Hann 

subarrays.    For both subarrays,   the mean phase dclf,v is nearly ü >• i   intln  ding that all tr» 

quency components of the single sensor are   a phase with the In-run emnponents. 

In Fig. 11-1^,   a similar srt of amplitude and phas»- delay data is displayed for u pn:r   >; p;>.>r-- 

quality subarrays at NOHSAU and I.ASA,   K   and i   i respectiv« Iv.     I hese plots illus'rnte the 

effect of incoherent sensors  iii the subarra> beams.    f»'i'   to d> stru« tivi« mtcrft'ren  ■     the sul>- 

array beams are deficient m certain frequencies,  causing peaks m die snectral tatio   a sensor 

to beam.    Such peaks are seen between 1 and 2 11/ in this figure.    A c »rn spondmg seattei   m fie 

phase delay data is also seen. 

At 1 Hz,  the standard deviations at the I As A and SOU SAH subarrays an- rather similar t .. 

the »-vent considered.    These deviations are shown in I u   i.- I •'.  t'w    iv« ran-  deviations are 

2.4 dB at NoHSAH and l.9dHat LASA,  an insignificant dn r« •, m *-. 

If we examine how the standard deviations vary with frei|Uenev,   it v In; ifies wdw tfie si is- 

mogram amplitudes show more variation at NOHSAH than at  LASA.     I'lgure ll-ts sh >\\ s th. 

standard deviations for four NOKSi H and four i.AsA subarrays      I hi   subarrays from l>oth aim's 

show a similar increase in standard deviation from f t>> 2 Hz.   and no eleai  difft-rences in scatter 

can t)e observed bvtween I^ASA ami NOHSAU.    However.   .   * n*    arriving at  \<»HSAH ver>   »ia, rt 

have spectra peaking at higher frequencies than at  LAhA.    Th« se signals therefore experience 

more scatter and amplitude vari&tton on \<>»;SAH reeords than at I \SA. 

('. W. Frasier 
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!        I'   WA, I.   WIM.I HM    !■ \ I I l.i;\.s   Ai'i.Mi.S.S  NOUSAM 

In ''■•■ ..t<   i ni;- > A IS,   ihi- .-'f'iu: !i""j'u'u\ tjt'pt'ncicnct'   >t sh'»! i-pc-nx! P-wavo amplitudes 

ni  \J )|;,s.\H v is >\i':v ins'r'nti-.-1     i hw importcml i utu'lusion vva.s rhnt rr'nt't.- amplit lulrs in nancis/ 

s«    uul u< ;■   • i < i >. iii.   .-i iiH'jisuj^'nu-nl ! > udt'tiualolv ilt'SiTibt* tfu- nniplitutlu variations atrross 

.< il.'SAIf. 

i.n »r:> .!!•• iui«lfi   '.v.'c.  i    •  ,hi iii.   tin- . (.». trnl iunphtudf variations at NOKSAH as a function 

(»I ir/iiiiutli '.n'i .i.; 1,1111 i    <! tin   i!K:f»tninjJ events.    The1 pur^AJS«'   »t this is to provide a data base 

v'.lu. i; ran i '   M. . (i HI t   iiiiim« h »n with th*   suharray time residuals obtained by Shcppard (see p. 12 

in I'» i   t i • > ilft« riniiu   tin     rusinl structure under NOHSAK.     This could provide an independent 

cheek    n Ihr \OlJSAM modi-1 propMsi-d |i\  Kanestnuii      which was deduced from P    studies of 

hu ,il t ■> • tits MI Sefinduuivi.'i. 

ili<   i- impui in mal    ■ ii* m.   prrsentiMl her«   is to form (teams using the center sensors of each 

s'lku rav.     n«! i-oniputt- tin   sp«' tral ratio   -t . ach i enter sensor to the beam,     h'vents wvro chosen 

Aiiirli all havi   looti siL'o.d- t->-n a-•   ratios at .-i comnifin frequency,  ht-r«' taken to be 1 Hz. 

I -  i    ; .'.  i-leven events have been proci'ssetl in this manner;  they are listed in Table 11-1 

ruranL' d m order   »t m< n rising back a'nmith from NOHSAH to each epicenter.    Kigure 11-19 

shnws lh<   i '»nfitiuration   •! back azimuths for these events on a map'd' NOKSAH. 

I   o  • ,1« h   -i tfit   ab'»v«   events,   ft) s« <   f»t «■n< h subarray renter sensor were tapered using a 

ine-sided i'osme u MI I -v, .     lie   tap*ri'd signals were dien !• »uner transformed and smoothed 

;.' -na m dn   ••»-■'a a« •. (I »mam.    fhe spectral ratio oj each signal to its corresponding beam was 

computed al 1 h/ in -!< ■ ibels,    >nd plotted on a map of NOHSAK.     The resulting maps were auto- 

matuall> * ontoureil bv erwnputtT using a simple scheme.     Tho array was divided into triangular 

tin cts,   ea< h tnamjle having thn e subarray positions ns vertices.    The three amplitudes at the 

vertb *  ; were used lo define n plan»1 of dipping am|)litude over whieh amplitudes vary linearly, 

i ontour bne-5 are therefore straight lines on ea«h triangular facet,  which always connect with 

uher     »ni mr Inn       -M ;idineetii faeets      llu- purpose o| tins urts to produce simple,   unique maps 

n"i subi« if in mff tfif. live smoothing by the analvst. 

i >L
:
 >  i > Ü- '

!
H M tnroußh • *■ > are the «amtoured maps of amplitudes with 2-dH contour inter- 

vals.      Ilo   ' im'-e;- are m du .• ■    •!  a!- reasin«; ;./ r.mth ol events m Table 11- 1,   and this se- 

f|in n« •   is th.   m «st inieiesMn^   »ne ? > exanun« .    Kigures li-^oici and (d) are amplitude maps 

hu" two pit sumed explosions in Ka stern Kazakh and they are quite similar.    In I'ig. 11-2 0(b),   the 

amplihtde fur  < I'.anda Sea • a'thquake is shown.    This event is nearly in the shadow zone at a 

■    <   in ,     t  ta'  .   yet ;f pr-Mluees an amplitude map with man> features similar to those m 

I      :. tl-2o«i i arm (f|).     I m    is l.iecausi   the Mnnda St a event has an azimuth close to that of the 

K.i/.ikh • v t nc      I- inures 11- .''a. . ;,nd (f» show \ ery similar amplitude patterns for two Hindu Kush 

earthquakes v ith difb rent d« pth <.    * learly these patterns are caused by rrustal and mantle 

•• M  tin.   uii-i. i   NMl.'SAi..   >■ t the patterns are so sensitive to event azimuth that Figs.!I-20(e) 

and (H MI-«   ipnfe diffi-ren' rrom a »and Id),   the difference in azimuth between the two pairs of 

events In inn   'd. ab'Mil 2'>       A sinulai  liifficulty oeeurs in Figs. Il-20(h)and (i) which show 

iJissimil -r •...it. r n.s '■>!   tw • ■ v • nts vvitl   azimuths ihffering t>v -»nl-   10 a 

Tin .    i;, _■•   *    that s 'im   sm «ifhinu w ith azimuth niay be required in order t i adequately 

if. idi 1  tti 1 r.oism i       '»n  n ■ p »ns«   ol  th«   structure und« r NOHSAH. 
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In conjunction with this work,  a program is being written to compute the three-dimensional 

diffracted field transmitted by realistic models      of the MOHO under NORSAR.    The method is 

based on an application of Green's theorem described by Trorey     as used in seismic exploration 

vvork- C.W. Frasier 

F.    EFFECTS OF CRUSTAL STRUCTURE BENEATH  NORSAR 
ON SHORT-PERIOD TELESEISMS 

Finite difference solutions for teleseismic P-waves emerging into an irregular boundary 

with an impedance contrast characteristic of the Mohorovicic discontinuity beneath NORSAR have 

been generated to determine if such a structure can cause the amplitude anomalies observed at 

that array. '     '       The shape of the boundary is taken from Kanestrom.      His model is based on 

P.t dT/dA variations across the array and agrees with Sheppard's model   based on the travel- 

time anomalies across the array.    Depth to the Mohorovicic discontinuity for the model is con- 

toured in Fig. 11-21.    The three-dimensional structure has been divided into 2 two-dimensional 

structures along A-A' and B-H' to facilitate computation.   Consequently, the wave solutions 

will not be valid in the transition regions. 

Along A-A', the crust thins about 8 km,   in isostatic response to the less-dense rocks com- 
15 prising the Oslo (iraben.      This step-like shape is shown in Fig. 11-22.    The solid line is taken 

directly from Fig. 11-21;  the dashed line is the approximation used in the computations.    Fig- 

ure 11-2 3 shows the velocities and densities and illustrates the initial conditions for which solu- 

tions were obtained.   Plane harmonic O.S-sec P-waves emerging from the mantle side, with angles 

of incidence ranging from normally incident to ±30° by 10° increments, were propagated through 

the model.   Solutions at 0.75,   1,   1.25,  and 1.5 sec for normal incidence were also obtained.   The 

numerical technique used to solve this boundary value problem is explained by Landers.      The 

solution is approximate in that backscattered radiation in the X-direction is not computed.    The 

grid sizes and the numerical mixing parameter      6 are also given in Fig. 11-23.    Figure 11-24 

shows an equal-amplitude plot of the solution for normal incidence at a period of 1.5 sec.    Each 

character is the amplitude of the wave at that grid point.    The alphabet has teen used to ex- 

tend the integers over a range of 1 to 36 (e.g.,   A = 10).    Negative amplitudes are plotted as 

blanks to accentuate wavefronts (amplitude).    The solution at 38 km above the step (i.e., across 

NORSAR) shows the offset wavefront (time-anomaly) and the amplitude variation along the wave- 

front caused by the step-like structure below.    Figure 11-25 shows the time and amplitude anom- 

aly at 38 km above the step for normally incident wave*? with different periods.   The time delay 

(the constant phase wavefront) is essentially identical for each period.   The amplitude anomaly 

at 1.5 sec indicates that the diffractions from the sides of the step and the refraction from the 

step are producing significant amplitude variations at 38 km.    For 0.5-sec waves,  the amplitude 

is that of a smooth shadow zone above the step with a 2-to-1 amplitude anomaly.    Figure 11-26 

shows the amplitude anomaly for 0.5-sec waves emerging at various angles.   With minor vari- 

ations, the overall shape of the curves remains the same,  2-to-l anomalies with sharp transi- 

tion zones.    Figure 11-27 shows the amplitude of the S-waves produced by conversion at the 

interface.    While the anomalies are very distinctive, these waves are essentially horizontally 

polarized and so not observable across the array of vertical seismometers. 

The same set of solutions computed for the North-South model were computed for the East- 

West model shown in Fig. 11-28.   As illustrated,  the mantle bows up into the crust, producing 

an anticlinal structure.   Again, the model is consistent with isostatic compensation at the depth 
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of the Mohorovicic discontinuity tor the less-dense rncks [illing the Permian Dslo flrahen. 

Figure 11-29 gives the pertinent numerical values   itui illustrates the model .intl initinl eon«litions 

for- which solutions were ottained.    Kigure II- iO shows thr uqual-amplitude pl<»i tor .1 normally 

incident 1.5-sec-period l'-v\ave.    The shape and depth of the anticline defocus the Incident wave 

producing a time advanced lower amplitude wave uver tin   renter   •!" the structure.    Kigurt   II- 51 

shows the anomaly as function of period and the lime d» lay which is essentially du- sum«' al all 

periods     Once again,  at longer periods,   rapidly varying amplitude anomalies of about 4: ? mag- 

nitude beco    e a well-defined pair of shadow /ones with amplitude anomalies of about 2:1 at 

short periods.    Figure 11-32 shows the variations in amplitudes for various incidence angles. 

In summary,  rather simple structures at the mantle-crust Interface can cause- 2:1 ampli- 

tude variations in teleseismic P-waves over distances as small    s If) km.    The size   >( the 

anomalies should decrease with increasing period;  howev« r,  tl  • variations at these periods 

may not be as smooth.    Because of the rapid variation of amplitude over small distances,  am- 

plitude anomalies observed at the relatively widely spaced subarrays across NOKSAH should not 

be expected to vary smoothly for events with smoothly changing epirentral c o-ordinaies.    A de- 

tailed model of the crust and upper mantle beneath the array could provide deterministic travel- 

time corrections but would be necessary to   ompute waveform corrections for improving the 

array location and detection capabilities. 
T. K. Landers 

G.    PHASE VELOCITY ANT) AZIMUTH  DEVIATIONS ACROSS  I.ASA  AND  NOHSAH 
FOR  LOCAL   EVENTS 

The source of the large amplitude and phase anomalies across I.ASA and NOHSAH has not 

yet been characterized adequately.    Various author    have shown that the effects of a laterally 

varying sedimentary section,     an irregular Mohorovicic discontinuity! '      a random scattering 

mechanism in the upper mantle, '    and a laterally varying structure in the it wer- mantle   can 

explain to a certain degree the observed fluctuations in the d<»ta.    While it is most likelv that all 

of the above contribute to the overall behavior of seismic waves observed across the arrays,   it 

is of primary interest to determine which ones have first-order effects on slowness and »ravel 

times if the use of these arrays as arrays is to be maximized.    For example,  the improvement 

in detection level could be as much as an order of magnitude if station corrections were deter- 

ministic,  since a suharray beam at NOHSAH may be no larger than the seismogram from a 

single element of that subarray.    To aid in determining the nature of the crust and uppermost 

mantle beneath the arrays,  a study of local and near-regional events has been undertaken.    Such 

data have a distinct advantage over teleseismic data in that wave paths traverse only the region 

under study.    The use of an array of subarrays also has the advantage of having local values of 

phase velocity and azimuth as well as travel time in the data base. 

Tables 11-2,   II-B.  and 11-4 show data for a local and a near-regional event at 1 ASA and for 

a local event at NOHSAH.    The phase velocity C and azimuth A/.I at each subarray were deter- 

mined by time picking the outer 6 elements t6» at NOHSAH) and center instrument and least-squares 

fitting a plane wave to the picks.    The rms time error At,  as well as the rms error in phase 

velocity AC    and azimuth AAZI are also given.    AC and AA/I arc» computed from the relation- 
18 ship given by Kelly 

A A 71     A£        AT*C 
AAZI =   C   = N VAHX 
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lAhl.K   11-2 

i;\ i:\ r AT - s.o   N,   106.6 \\.    14:18:00 

AA/1 irms» 
.Sub:irr;i\ c AZI AT (rms > AC (rms) (deg) 

An b.SS 19H.H 0.01')'» 0.14 1.3 

hi 6.H9 2 1!).'* n.()T() ^ 0.39 3.4 

HZ 6.61 2 0h7 0.0094 0.07 0.6 

Hi 6. i? 187.3 0.0160 0.11 0.9 

HA 6.i)7 196.2 0.0214 0.1 3 1.2 

(   ! 6,29 h)4.M 0.0079 0.05 O.S 

( '2 6.18 203.7 0.0242 0.15 1.4 

(   \ 6.10 194.9 0.0196 0.12 1.1 

(4 6. ID 1H2.2 o.oiio 0.07 0.6 

Dt 6.0 1 2 OH. 6 0.01 S6 0.C9 0.8 

U2 6.20 20K..} 0.0166 0.11 1.0 

m 7.,SS 184.9 O.01S3 0.14 1.1 

hi 6.16 1HS.2 0.0121 0.08 0.7 

i       K1 H. n l'»s.o 0.0166 0.19 1.3 

K2 7 ?. S 2 30.2 0.O3S4 0.31 2.3 

H:? S.99 203.6 O.OHSO 0.10 1.9 

i:; 6. -52 166.2 0.0344 0.2 3 2.0 

11 7.6? 204.9 0.0201 0.20 1.5 

12 7.Ml 267.6 0.0696 0,70 5.2 

{■ j ;.GI 110.2 0.0270 0.21 1.8 

!• 4 6. M 7 172. J 0.062S 

1 
0.40 4.; 

where N is Uu number »1 elemems and \ All \ is the mis s-alue of one of the orthogonal com- 

ponents >•! ihe iUaiton locatinns-:. The cierivation assumes a normal distribution of travel-time 

errors ;infl a symmeinc array.    K »r the I.ASA configuration IhexagonBtl, 

A AZI AT AT-C 
( v 3 R 

and for NtJHSAII (penia|{«»nali, 

AA/,I ( 
AJ . 1 
1.44 H 

vlu 11   H   is the (iistatu'«< fr »m the ti'nter to an eli*menl of th<- outer riig.    The quantizing error, 

+ 0.02S Ber,  teads t" a ^-T f»f 0.01 and a nominal AAZI and AC   if 1 ' an 1 0.1 km/sec,  respectively, 

for l)»tti arrays.    As seen from   l.iM. s 11-2 through ,,   1,  the arrivals often differ significantly 

from plan«- waves l>v more than quantizing ean account for; however,  in general,  P   arrivals 

are nearly planar whereas IV arrivals are somewhat worse,    rigurc 11-33 shows the azimuths 

if the K- atvl h'-rings at I.ASA for the event m Table 11-2.    1 he epicenter is well defined in an 

area of about 2S km.     Ihe I*    arrival at IT is about '0    in error.    Figure 11-34 shows the azi- 

muths For the N'OKSAI! event ytven in Table 11-4.    The epicenter here is not nearly as well de- 

fimtl,  however,  excluding the subnrrays I^IUL' to the south and east of the dashed line in the 
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TABLE  II-3 

EVENT AT  44.30N,   105.i' W.   11:44:20.4 

AAZI (rms) 
1   Subarray C AZI AT (rms) AC (rms) (deg)         j 

AO 8.06 171.3 0.0166 0.18 1.2 

Bi 9.13 169.3 0.0119 0.16 11 

B2 9.89 171.6 0.0435 0.70 4.0            1 

B3 7.22 161.2 0.0242 0.21 1.7 

B4 7.27 169.3 0.0395 0.34 2.8 

Cl 7.54 172.6 0.0269 0.25 1.9 

C2 7.75 170.2 0.0386 0.38 2.9 

C3 9.75 185.4 0.0389 0.61 3.5 

C4 7.96 173.0 0.0097 0.10 0.7 

Di 7.10 179.1 0.0240 0.20 1.6 

D2 7.89 163.7 0.0233 0.24 1.8 

D3 8.32 172.3 0.0513 0.59 4.0 

D4 6.86 168.8 0.0316 0.25 2.0 

El 8.22 173.9 0.0207 0.23 1.5 

E2 8.62 163.9 0.0065 0.08 0.6 

E3 9.27 161.1 0.0274 0.1r 0.8 

E4 11.40 164.0 0.0275 0.f 9 2.9 

Fl 7.93 175.1 0.0339 0.35 2.5 

F2 7.81 166.7 0.0062 0.06 0.5 

F3 9.22 146.6 0.0354 0.50 3.0 

F4 7.57 166.8 0.0256 0.24 1.7 

2*) 
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1ABLE II-4 

EVENT AT 59.90N,   11. 40E,   16:44 

Subarray C AZI AT (rms) AC (rms) 
AAZI (rms) 

(deg) 

01A 6.69 165.9 0.0036 0.25 0.22 

(MB 6.70 166.6 0.0171 0.12 1.04 

02 B 5.96 174.5 0.0297 0.16 i.60 

03B 6.11 175.3 0.0102 0.06 0.56 

04B 6.23 173.8 0.0187 0.11 1.05 

05B 6.73 160.4 0.0158 0.11 0.96 

06B 6.74 149.9 0.0206 0.15 1.26 

07B 6.72 160.2 0.0334 0.24 2.03 

02C 6.81 169.3 0.0240 0.16 1.48 

03C 6.60 185.1 0.0087 0.06 0.52 

04C 6.47 188.8 0.0087 0.06 0.51 

05C 6.11 189.4 0.0176 0.10 0.97 

06C 6.34 185.3 0.0152 0.10 0.87 

07C 6.58 184.2 0.0192 0.13 1.14 

08C 6.07 157.6 0.0331 0.19 1.82 

09C 6.82 142.3 0.0300 0.22 1.85 

IOC 6.73 137.1 0.0320 0.23 1.95 

11C 8.14 142.0 0.0350 0.37 2.58 

12C 7.30 139.9 0.0329 0.28 2.17 

13C 6.75 148.2 0.0300 0.22 1.83 

figure (2B, 3B, 5C, 4B, 5C, 8C# and 7C). the epicenter can be located in an area of about 100 km.2 

All the aforementioned subarrays then have large easterly azimuth anomalies.    Figure 11-35 
shows the phase velocity measurements for the same event.    The circled values are tftose for 
the subarrays with the azimuth anomalies.   They are anomalously low in phase velocity.   The 
upper crust beneath NORSAR seems to be divided into at least two provinces.   If the difference 
in crustal velocities (6.1 km/sec average for the SE, 6.7 km/sec otherwise) persisted over 30 km 
in depth, a travel-time anomaly of 0.4 sec would be expected.   In Fig. 11-36, the phase velocity 
at the different subarrays for the two LASA events is plotted with error bars of ±AC.   The var- 
iation in PN values is considerably larger than for P   values.   Whereas at NORSAR the azimuth 
and phase-velocity variations indicate significant lateral variation in the crust,  the values at 
LASA indicate that the greater variation in structure lies near the Mohorovicic discontinuity. 

Continuing analysis of the large number of local strip-mining explosion records at LASA 
and near events at NORSAR should lead to a better understanding of the ^rust and mantle be- 
neath these arrays, and that,  in turn, may lead to improved array capability. 

T. E. Landers 
H. Bun gum 
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H.     LOCATING ABILITY OF  LASA AND NORSAR 

Large seismic arrays such as L* SA and NORSAR have been used singly to locate seismic 

events on a routine basis for several yt'ars, but few attempts have been made to use two or 

more arrays simultaneously for this purpose.   The event location algorithm described in the 

last SATS   enables one to calculate the theoretical resolving power of any network of arrays 

and/or single stations, and we present here as an illustration of this ability the confidence re- 

gions expected when LASA and NORSAR are used separately and in conjunction to locate events 
19 in central Asia.   Gjoystdal,  et al.     analyzed this problem using a Monte Carlo technique to 

simulate random errors. 

Figure 11-37 shows the theoretical resolving power of LASA for shallow events in central 

Asia.    These calculations are based on the assumption that LASA can measure slowness with 

a standard deviation of 0.05 sec/deg, and thus represent the "best possible" situation in which 

virtually perfect site corrections for *hz array sensors are available.   Without such corrections, 

systematic location errors would of course be much larger than those illustrated.   The regions 

shown are formal 50-percent confidence ellipses for a normal distribution of observational 

errors.    Regions of greater confidence have deliberately been avoided,  since their size would 

depend critically on the details of the "♦ail" of the distribution of measurement errors.   The 

numbers given to the right of some of the ellipses give, respectively, their aspect ratios and 
2 

areas (in thousands of km ).   Several points about Fig. 11-37 should be noted.   The loss of res- 

olution near the bottom of the figure as the core shadow is approached is obvious.   The over- 

lap of regions of radically different size indicates that the linearization of the equations implicit 

in these calculations is not a valid approximation in the large ellipses.   The large differences 

in size between some adjacent ellipses are caused by irregularities in the theoretical slowness- 

vs-distance curve, and probably are not meaningful. 

Figure II- 38 shows the corresponding confidence regions for NORSAR (assumed to have a 

resolution of 0.1 sec/deg).   Some of the apparent difference between the ellipticities of the re- 

gions on Figs. 11-37 and 11-38 are the result of distortion introduced by the map projection (cf. 

the regions at 65 0N, 140oE).   The regions in the upper-left corner of Fig. 11-38 should not be 

taken seriously, since they are less than 25* from NORSAR, where the travel-time curve is 

multi-branched and strongly varying regionally. 

Figures 11-39 and 11-40 show the confidence regions expected if LASA and NORSAR are used 

together to locate events.    Figure 11-39 is based on an uncertainty in absolute travel times of 

1.5 sec, which probably corresponds fairly well to the accuracy obtainable with simple tables. 

In Fig. 11-40, this figure has been reduced to 0.5 sec, which might be obtainable if regional 

variations were included in the tables.    It is evident that accurate arrival-time data are poten- 

tially much more useful than slowness measurements, although the earth must be "calibrated" 

to fully take advantage of them.    It is also clear from Fig. 11-40 that the optimum location for 

another low-threshold station would be somewhere in southern Asia. 

B. R. Julian 
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Fig. II-1.    NORSAR epicenter location errors.    PDE epicenter is arrow head; 
NORSAR is arrow tail. 
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Fig. II-2.    Array diagran» for Greenfield-Sheppard corrugated surface 
obtained using ray-tracing program. 
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Fig. II-3.   Array diagram for pyramidal structure obtained using ray-tracing program. 
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Fig. II-S.    Original data used in analysis o'.' array diagram at NOKSAK. 
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Fig. II-6.    Array diagram obtained by adding average and sub-average error vectors 
at original data points. 
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Fig. n-7.     Difference between error vectors shown in Figs. fI-4 and II-S. 
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Fig. II-8.    Ftelative amount of heterogeneity vs depth within earth under NOKSAR. 
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Fig. 11-9.    Prediction of yrrav diagram at NORSAK based on sum of average 
and sub-average error vectors on uniform grid of points. 
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Fig. 11-10.    Prediction of array diagram at LASA based on sum of average 
and sub-average error vectors on uniform grid of points. 
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Fig.Il-H. Theoretical relationship between amplitude-relative-to-phase 
fluctuation power ratio and crosscorrelation coefficient between amplitude 
and phase fluctuation, and the 90-percent confidence limits of measurement. 
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Fig. 11-12.   Comparison of estimate with theoretical curve for transverse 
autocon elation coefficient of amplitude fluctuations. 
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Fig. 11-13.    Comparison of estimate with theoretical curve for transverse 
autocorrelation coefficient of phase fluctuations. 
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Fig. 11-14. Typical subarrays at NORSAR and LASA. All sensors of 2C: 
at NORSAR are shown, whereas for F3 at LASA only onter ring and cen- 
ter sensor are shown. 
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Fig. 11-16.   Anip'Jtude and phase delay statistics as described for Fig. 11-15. 
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Fig. 11-17. Standard deviations at i Hz of spectral ratio of single sensors 
to subarray beams at LASA and NOKSAR subarrays. Data used are a pre- 
sumed explosion in Eastern Kazakh,  6 June i971. 

Fig. 11-18.    Standard deviations of spectral ratios of single sensors to subarray 
beams.    Four typical subarrays at LAoA and NORSAR are shown. 
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Fig. II-19.    Back azimuths from NOK.,AH to eleven events used in this amplitude study. 
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Fig. II-20(a-k).   Spectral ratio at 1 Hz of subarray center sensor to array beam 
at NORSAR contour interval is 2 dB,  using events listed in Table II-1. 
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rig.II-20(a-k).   Continued. 
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Fig. n-20(a-k).   Continued. 
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Fig. 11-23.    Velocities and initial conditions for which 
step-model solutions were generated. 
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Fig. 11-28.    Cross section along R-B'    g 
and approximating anticline model.        i 
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Fig. 11-29.    Velocities and initial conditions for which anticline 
model solutions were generated. 
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Fig. 11-30.    Equal-amplitude plot of solution for 1.5-sec period plane 
P-v/ave normally incident on East-West model. 
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III.    SKISMIC DISCRIMINATION 

A 'TLXTION OF INTERFERING   RAYLEIGH WAVES AT  NORSAR 

JV is well known that  a powerful technique  for discriminating between natural events and 

underground nuclear explosions is the M   -m.   method,  based on the relationship between the 

surface-wave (M   ) and the body-wave (rn. ) magnitude.    Considerable effort has been expended 

on the problem of magnitude definitions,   and especially on the definition of IV1 , yielding the best 

possible separation between earthquakes and underground explosions on an M  -m,  diagram, 

of.   Kef. 1.    However,  with the present deployment of seismic observatories and arrays, the 

main limitation of the method is quite often that no Hayleigh waves can be found for an event 

which is detected and located on the basis of short-period P-wave recordings.    One of the rea- 

sons for this lack of a detection of surface waves is that their energy level may be below that 

of the ambient background microseismic noise.    In this case the M^-m.  discriminant may still 

be employed,  above a certain body-wave magnitude level,  provided that discrimination can be 

based on negative evidence. 

However,  quite often there is a serious detection problem caused oy the long persistence 

of Kayleigh-wave coda of other events,  as pointed out by Capon and Evernden.    This situation 

is complicated by the fact that rapid lateral variations in phase velocity frequently cause severe 

multipath propagation problems,  as pointed out by Capon.     The purpose of the present study 

was to investigate the amount and the characteristics of such multipath propagation for Hayleigh 

waves recorded at NOKSAH,  and to consider the problam of detecting one Hayleigh wave in the 

presence of the coda of another Rayleigh wave.    The long-period (IP) array at NORSAR consists 

of a three-component set of seismometers,   located within each of the 22 subarrays,  with peak 

response at about 2S sec.    The aperture of NORSAR is approximately 110 km. 

The main analysis technique used in this work was the high-resolution (HK) frequency- 

wavenumber spectrum analysis method described in detail by Capon.     The technique,  which 

essentially reveals information about the distribution of power as a function of frequency and 

wavenumber,  has been applied to successive nonoverlapping 200-sec intervals,  at periods of 

40 and 20 sec,  starting at the onset time of the 10-sec-period Rayleigh-wave group.    The anal- 

ysis of such short time intervals would normally entail a serious windowing effect,  causing 

energy fiom frequency bands other than those under analysis to affect the results,  cf.   Capon 

In order to avoir! this,  a prefiltering operation has been applied to the data before the UK anal- 

ysis.    The filter used in the 40-sec period analysis was a fifth-order Chebyshev low-pass filter 

with 3-dB response at 35 sec,  while for the 20-sec analysis a third-order Butterworth bandpass 

filter was employed with 3-dB responses at 2S and 16,7 ^ec.    Both filters are rolling off very 

sharply,  thus virtually eliminating all problems connected with frequency windowing. 

The HH method was applied to prefiltered data from the I.P vertical array at NORSAR for 

15 events,  each with m. > 5.2,  located at various azimuths and distances from NORSAR.    There 

were no events occurring close in time to the chosen everts,  according to the ? SCGS monthly 

summar    reports and the NORSAR bulletin. 

The method proposed by Capon and I^vcrnden" for the detection of interfering Rayleigh 

waves at I.ASA has been considered also for NORSAR.    This method entails the application of 

the BR method to the prefiltered data from the I.P vertical array at I.ASA, to determine the 

angle of arrival of the fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave at the appropriate arrival time.    If 

this angle and the i rrival time are reasonably close to the expected values,   then a detection is 
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said to occur.    In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this detection method,   it is necessary 

to measure the rate of decay of the Rayleigh-wave coda power level at NORSAR.     These results 

are given in Figs. Ill-l(a) and lll-2(a) for the 20- and 40-sec-period groups,   respectively.    The 

data in these figures were used to determine the minimum,  average, and maximum detection 

thresholds for the detection method as a function of the arrival time of the surface waves of the 

sought event,  and the results are given in Figs. Ill-l(h) and III-2(b) for the 20- and 40-sec-period 

groups,  respectively.    In obtaining these figures,  detection thresholds of -12 and -6 dB below 

the coda power level were used,   respectively,  as determined experimentally for the 20- and 

40-sec-period group Rayleigh waves at NORSAR. 

It is seen from Figs. Ill-l(a) and lll-2(a) that after about 7 minutes,  the 40-sec-period group 

power has dropped about 8 dB more than that for the 20-sec period.    These results should nor- 

mally mean that by analyzing at a 40-sec rather than at a 20-sec period,  the detection of the 

Rayleigh waves would not be obscured as often by an interfering event,  provided there is equal 

signal energy at these two periods.    Another argument that also favors the 40-sec-period group 

is the observation that there is more severe multipath propagation at ?' On the other side, 

however, is the fact that the HR method performs better at 20 sec, due to the in ved array 

response at this period. In addition the signal-to-intcrference ratio may actually be better at 

20 sec, if there is enough signal energy to compensate for the increased amount of interfering 

event energy at this period, relative to 40 sec. A general conclusion as to which frequency to 

use therefore cannot be reached, and the detection at these two periods should be considered 

simultaneously. 

The HR analysis of the 15 events provides information concerning the azimuthal deviation 

from the great circle path for all time frames in which the phase velocity measured can be 

reasonably associated with fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves.    This acceptable range of phase 

velocities was 3.4-4.0 and 3.5-4.2 km/sec for 20- and 40-sec-period Rayleigh waves,  respec- 

tively.    These data concerning angles of arrival and group delays can be used to infer the actual 

propagation paths for the multipath propagation of Rayleigh waves,  cf.   Capon.     The results for 

the propagation paths,  at both 20- and 40-sec periods,  for the 7 December 1971 Bouvet Islands 

and 18 December 1972 Zambia events are shown in Figs. III-3{a) and (b) and III-4(a) and (b^, 

respectively.    These data seem to agree with the corresponding results for LASA given by 

Capon,   since it appears that in many cases the multipath propagation can be associated with 

refractions and reflections at continental margins,  as well as scattering from small-scale 

tectonic regions of the earth. 

It is now shown how the proposed detection method has been used at NORSAR to detect inter- 

fering Rayleigh waves.    A number of independent sources reported that an atmospheric nuclear 

explosion occurred at the Lop Nor test site in China on 27 .Tune 1973.    This explorion has been 

identified by the USCGS, on the basis of seismic observations, as the 27 June 197 3 Southern 

Sinkiang event, and has been used as a good example of the performance of the proposed detec- 

tion method.    The reason for this is that the event occurred during the time that an earthquake 

swarm was taking place in the Kurile Islands,  Hokkaido region, and the expected arrival time 

for the explosion Rayleigh waves coincided exactly with the Rayleigh waves from one of the 

earthquakes in the swarm, namely the 27 June 1973 Hokkaido, Japan event.    In addition, an 

event with epicentral parameters which were quite close to those for this interfering event,  and 

which occurred about 30 minutes before it, was chosen ^s an ideal reference, namely the 

27 June 197 3 Kurile Islands event. 
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In accordance with the procedure outlined previously, both the 40- and <J0-sec-period groups 

have been analyzed using the IIH method,  as applied to the prefillered data.    The results for the 

40-aec-period group are shown in Kig. III-5(a-d) where the UK spectra from four consecutive 

ZOO-sec time intervals are depicted.    The UK analysis was started about 3 minutes before the 

computed arrival time for the 40-sec-period Hayleigh-wave group for the desired event, i.e., 

the 27 June 1^7 3 Southern Sinkiang {«vent (Chinese Atmospheric Nuclear Explosion).     The main 

40-sec-period group arrives flu ring rm» second time frame,  depicted in Fig. in-5(b),  and is also 

present in the third time fVame,  given in Fig. Ill-Sfc),  before it fades away.    There is no multi- 

path propygation observed in these two time frames,   since the angle of arrival coincides almost 

precisely with the azimuthal diiection toward the desired event.    It can be concluded,  thereiore,. 

that the 40-sec-period Kay leigh-wave group of the desired event has been detected,   since it has 

been shown to u^Hve at MORSAH at the appropriate time and with the expected angle of arrival. 

The situation for the 20-sec-period group is much more complicated.    The results of the 

HK analysis for the reference event,  and for the desired plus interfering events,  are shown in 

Figs. III-6(a-d) and III-7(a-d),   respectively,  and the two figures should be studied simultaneously. 

The HK analyses given in Figs. 111-6 and 111-7 are started at the expected onset times of the 

20-sec-period group of the reference and interfering events,   respectively.    In Figs. III-6(a) and 

III-7(a),  the angle of arrival agrees well with the azimuth of both the refeie.ice and interfering 

events,  namely about  33\    The second frame,  given in Figs. III-6(b) and in-7ib).   shows that 

the angle of arrival decreases to about lfia for both events,  possibly indicating a reflection 

somewhere in northern Siberia,  and the surface waves for the explosion aro not seen as yet. 

In Fig. III-6(c) there is an additional multipath arrival (at about 4S0) for the reference event, 

while in Fig. I!f-7(c^ file main energy now arrives at an azimuth i        esponding to the direction 

toward Lop Nor.    Since this time agrees w« 11 with the expected . "rival time for the 20-sec- 

period Kayleigh-wave group of the desired event,  the detection of the surface waves for this 

event has been firmly established.    The results in Fig. III-7(d) indicate some energy which is 

probably due to the desired event,  while the data in Fig. Ill-6(d) show only some weak multipath 

component. 

In this case, the detection of the Kayleigh wave of the desired event in the coda of an inter- 

fering event has been accomplished at both 20 and 40 sec.    However,  it is clear that the detec- 

tion at a 40-sec period, at least in this example,  was much clearer than that at a 20-sec period. 

.1. Capon 
II. Bungum 

B.    PRECURSORS TO pP FROM DEEP SOITH AMERICAN  EARTHQUAKES 

Occasionally,  when processing the early short-period arrivals from dc ep South American 

earthquakes,  automatic detection schemes used by the large arrays do not correctly identify 

the pP depth phase.    These schemes interpret an intermediate phase between P and pP as pP, 

and identify the true pP as a second event from the same r?gion.    If these intermediate phases 

are of a deterministic origin, there are two plausible explanations for that origin.    Eithe»- ihey 

are the P-waves from small earthquakes which follow the larger deep events,  or they are reflec- 

tions off some boundary between the focus of a single earthquake and the surface of the earth 

above the focus.    We tend to reject the suggestion that these phases are due to reflections trom 

contrasts beneath the recording station since,  in that case, these phases would be generally 

observed independent of the geographic region or depth of the source.    We shall attempt to 
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inlcTjm»! these intermcdiati* phases l>etween  I' and pP as reflections i 'om a phvsical contrast 

a!)f)\o the deep sources and,   follmving Whitroml) and Anderson,   introduce the nomenclature 

puT where d  is the depth lM?ru»ath the surface of that contrast. 

Kigure Il!-H{a) shems the uhcu't-period subarray sums of the three outer rings of I.ASA and 

the initial arrivals from itn earthquake located ^ J7 km h  aeath northern Argentina.    As indicated 

on the figure,  there is a relatively small yet clear and c oh«   ent arriv! across the entire array 

about midway befweeri   «!  and pP.    Figure Ili-H(b) is sim:     ■ to III- .(a), si nving array traces 

for an earthquake about H00 km south of that in III-K{a) at a depth of about SHO km.    Here, ai hough 

the phase miriway between   1' and plJ exists,   it is not as (dear as the previous example.    However, 

there is a larger,   intermediate  secondary arrival ab »ut  30 sec before pP in this ca^e     In order 

to verify the existence of these phases,   we have searched i'\e short-period vertical seismograms 

of the World \\ ide Standard Sei smog raphic Network (WWSSN) of the two events in Pigs. III-8(a) 

and lb) and four additional deep earthquakes (H *> 500 km) under northwestern Argentina.   Although 

these intermediate phases cannot be read from single station seismograms as confidently as they 

can from array data,   we have attempted to time an arrival within  iO sec before pP and thela.0est 

arrival between   P and pP, yet not part of the  F coda,    (are was taken to exclude PcP from the 

study. 

The results of these readings are shown in Fig. 111-9 where the time differences pP-pdP of 

the largest phase (open circles! and phases within  JO sec of pP (black dots) are plotted vs epi- 

certral di^-tnee.    The soli.l tines show how these time differences should vary with distance 

given h     r/ontal reflectors at various depths d above the source.    From Fig III-9.  the strongest 

pdP p       c would appear to come from a boundary between ZOO and 300 krn,   say 250 km.    The 

solid cots scatter- about the 100-km depth line (they were picked to do so) and do not show evidence 

of any well-defined horizontal reflector at that depth.    The location of the earthquakes used ex- 

tends south along longitude M \S  from Z~ > to iss and is associated with a rather complicated 

tectonic system which is probably not well-represented by plane, horizontal boundaries.    These 

qualification.« may account for some of the scatter- observed in Fif. Hi-0 

There is one irterestinu correlation that can be drawn '^etwern the phase p250P and the re- 

gional seismicity pattern,    in Fig. HI-10.   we have projected all *.'r    earthquakes of m. > 5.0 that 

occurred from 1967 to t!)7d between ZO^S and  JOS and dl'W and 7-*'\\ onto a plane of constant 

latitude.     This cross section shows the well-known west-east .lip of Andean seismicity and the 

gap in this activity between J00- and 50()-km depth.    It i.-. well-established that this general 

seismicity pattern is associated with the plunging of the oceani«   Nazca plate beneath the South 

American continent,    {sacks and Molnar   have discussed seismicity gaps as seen in Fig. 111-10 

m terms of physical gaps in the descending lithosphere,  and as representing stress changes in 

the rlab n   m extension to compression as a function of tiepth.     The data of Figs. HI-H and III-9 

indicate tha> a reflecting boundary may exist under western South At .eri^a at a depth that coin- 

cides with the beginning of the .arg», gap in a rathe,  narrow seismicity zone.    Since this boundary- 

must be rather widespread In order to reflect waves from earthquakes HOO krn apar., its exist- 

ence might indicate that taust« of the strikingly discontinuous sei .micity zone is not of the de- 

scending plate itself but nf the mantle into which it intrudes. .   „   .... 

M.T.  Fin 
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C.    COMPARISON OF pP-P DELAY  TIMES FHOM  SURFACE-ZERO 
AND TELESEISMIC  RECORDS OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS 

7-11 Many attempts have been made to estimate tb'j pP-P delay times for nuclear explosions 

using teleseismic short-period seismograms, and from these delay times to estimate depth of 

burial.    One technique is to look for repeating nulls in the spectrum of the P-wa/e train and 

interpret them as a destructive interference between P and pP phases.7,8   Another method is to 

deconvolve the combined effect of seismometer and eartl  attenuation from the seismogram in 

the time domain, and obtain the pP-P delays by inspection of the deconvolved rec  rds. • 

Recently,  homomorphic deconvolution has been utilized to extract pP.  P.  and P   (spall) arrival 
a s 

times and amplitudes for the explosions. 

Due to unknown complexities of both the source environment and transmission path from 

explosion to receiver, there has always been a possibility that the analyses ha\re not really ex- 

tracted pP information,  but rather some other seismic phenomenon.    In fact,  many earthquakes 

show interference effects m the first second or two of the P-wave train which cannot be due to 

a pP phase yet are very similar to those seen on explosion seismograms. 

A crucial set of data for settling this questic. '..as been tabulated by D. L. Springer. 2   He 

has listed the pP-P and P.-P delay times for thirty-seven U.S.  nuclear explosions obtained 

from accelerograms recorded on the surface ove»* the explosions.    One-way transit times for 

the explosion to the free surface were essentially doubled and corrected for passage through the 

fractured overburden section to obtain pP-P times expected at teleseismic distances.    Springer 

tabulates nine of the explosions which have associated pP-P delay time? determined from tele- 

seismic seismograms by the methods described above.    These data are plotted in Fig. III-ll. 

Also included is an additional set of seven pP-P delay times obtained from digital data at 

NORSAR by tliis author.       The origin times, depths,  epicentral coordinates, and available 

yield information for these explosions are given by Springer and Kinnaman. 

In Fig. III-ll, the teleseismic pP-P delay times for six explosions were obtained by more 

than one worker using different data.    Delay times for the same explosion are connected by 

vertical lines except for the tw   points for BOXCAR which are bracketed.    With the exception 

of PILE DRIVER,  most explosions in Fig. III-ll show good agreement between the surface-zero 

delay times and the teleseismic delay times, independent of the type of analysis used on the 

teleseismic data.    Generally,  the teleseismic delays are slightly larger than the surface-zero 

delay times.    This may be due to the lack of x-esolution in time of the fleseismic data,  or per- 

haps underestimating the decrease in P-wave velocity of the fractured overburden section. 

C. W. Frasier 
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Fig. III-3(5-b).    Propagation paths for 20- and 40-äcc-period Rayleigh-wave 
groups for 7 December 1971 Houvet Islands event. 
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Fig. ni-4(a-b).    Propagation paths for IC- and 40-sec-period Kavleigh-wave 
groups for 18 December 1972 Zambia event. 
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IV.    GENERAL SEISMOLOGY 

A.     DIGITAL  EVENT  DETECTOR IN  HEAL TIME 

A s'ngle-channel event detector wi.^h operates in real time has been programmed for a 

PDP-7 ccnputer.    The purpose of this program is to detect events that an analyst would rea- 

sonably pick,  riven a single channel of data.    A direct application would be the automatic detec- 

tion of events at a', unmanned seismological observ.-.f^ry. 

A brief descnption of the detection scheme and some examples with test aata are presented 

here.    Basically, the detection scheme comparer .he spectral energy in a short window with the 

energy in a long window preceding the short window in time.    When the spectral ratio of short- 

to-long-window energies is greater t. tan an arbitrary value,  a detection is declared.    This is 

similar to the detection scheme used by SAAC in that short and long data windows are used. • 

Let ♦he seismic trav    ►■*i  f  en by the time series xt.    Define a moving periodogram X^u?) 

at time t  given by 

4.      1 

Xt(W) :     I    *t.T<*jWTAt (IV-1) 
T.O 

where 

At - data sampling increment (in seconds'» 

w - frequency (in radians/second). 

A simple iteration car " e de.nved from Eq. (IV-1» to calculate the peric logram at time t + 1, 

namely. 

From thes«» sp?ctra.  we define short- and long-term average pevers respectively by 

s 

SAu) - ~    S     |X.   ,{u;i! 

t S      ^ t - T 
TO 

m + / 

Lt(a) =   i    ^     !Xt_T«w.)j (IV-3) 

--m 

where t > =}.    St(u} and L^u) are averages of energies in overlapping winde /s of data.    The 

winoows used in each a erage are indicated by solid lines in Fig. IV-1.    .-vs an event occurs, the 

short-term average power increases before the long-term average is affected.    This suggests 

a compar'son between s:ho t- and long-term aveiages as a detection criterion.    We therefore 

calculate the average ratio of snurt- to lonfc-term average for n specified frequencies 

1    V    V" > 

i = l      l    1 

A d«tec*>on is ihen declarer1 at time t <f R^ is greater than a thre* lold psrameter   T.    If a 

detection occur::, the long-term average is fixed at its current level,  und the short-term average 
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is continuously updated.    As the event coda diminishes,   i^ will eventually fall below T and the 
!-    ector will turn off.    If no subsequent detections occur within  i   iterations past the last detec- 

tion, then the long-term average will be immediately updated and Kq. {IV-3) will again be valid. 

We refer to i as the update lag. 

Experiments were run with this scheme in order to determine reasonable values of window 

length,  averaging lengths and frequencies appropriate for real data from NOrtSAR.    In order to 

detect events with the variety of periods observed at NORhAR,   four frequencies were chosen: 

1.0,  1.5,  2.0,  and 2.5 Hz.    These frequenc        ^re used in the calculation of 1^ in Kq. (1V-4).    In 

the examples presented here,  the detection pai       eters are At     0.1 se*-.   m -  30,  s = 30,  and 

I - 300.    Thus, the window length for each periodogram is 3 sec, and the short- and long-term 

averaging intervals are 3 and 30 seo,   respectively.    The update lag i equals 100,  correspond- 

ing to a lag of 10 sec after the previous detection before the long-term average is updated. 

To determine the threshold parameter T, the detection was run on five single channels of 

noise at NORSAK from 13:02:00 to 13:09:00 GMT on 23 February 1972.    Values of T = 5.0,   2.5, 

2.0, and 1.5 wore used,  for all five channels.    The false-alarm rate was calculated as the ratio 

of time the detector was on to the total ♦ime processed.    The combined results of all five chan- 

nels are shown in Fig. IV-2 for the fou.* value    of T.    The false-alarm rate for T = 2.0 is only 

1.1 percent but the curve is rapidly increasing      that value.    To be more conservative, the 

value T = 2.5 was chosen for the te^t cases descnued below.    The false-alarm rate for this T 

is 0.4 percent, which is quite acceptable. 

In order to test this detection scheme,  beams of selected events rocorded at NORSAR were 

added to the five noise channels described above.    For each event,  six scaled beams were added 

to the noise channels a minute apart.    Each beam was reduced by a factor-of-2 in amplitude rela- 

tive to the beam a minute earlier,  so that a sr ries of decreasing beams was put on each noisy 

channel. 

Two examples are shown in Figs. IV-3 and IV-4.    In Fig. IV-3, the event is a shallow earth- 

quake from Szechwan Province which occurred on 16 August 1971,    In Fig. IV-4,  the added event 

is a high-frequency presumed explosion on 6 Tune 1971 from Eastern Kazakh.    The magnitudes 

shown in each figure are the result of scaling the e1 ent beams down by factors-of-2. 

The event detector was run on the five channels shown for each event using t*'    »hreshold 

parameter T = 2.5.    The results are shown in Fig. IV-5.    We see that for each evc.v the magni- 

tude 4.6 beams were detected on all five channels,  and two of the magnitude 4.3 beams of the 

presumed explosions were detected. 

Figure IV-6 shows the output of the event detector for one channel of earthquake data. 

Beneath the earthquake channel is the detection channel which is either on or off.    The third 

channel shows tne instantaneous value of the logarithm of K   from Eq. «IV-4).    When Rt rises 

above the threshold valut? T - 2.5. a detection occurs and stays on until K. Tails below T. 

A moderate-sized population of events is being studieu to refine the parameters of this 

detection scheme. ^ ...   „ C. W . Frasier 

B.     TRAVEL-TIME ANOMALIES  FOR THE GLOBAL STATION  NETWORK 

Among the products of the aeep-focus travel-time . tudy described in Sec. C below and in 

previous SATS   are considerably improved estimates of the travel-time anomalies caused by 

variations ir. crust and upper-mantle structure beneath seismic stations.   Figures IV-7 and IV-8 

show the geog 'aphical distribution cf these station anomalies in North America and Asi^. 
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One of the main conclusions we have reached is that previous studies using shallow events 

have been contaminated seriously by errors introduced by complex structures near the sources. 

This is shown,  for example,  by a comparison of the standard deviations of the data obtained in 

the different studies.    In the largest previous study (Herrin.et al. ),  the standard deviation was 

1.00 sec,  whereas we obtained a value of O.^S sec.     This is in spite of the fact that Herrin,  et al 

allowed their station corrections to vary a/imuthaily while ».ve did not.    Indeed,   this fact casts 

doubt on the validity of the azimuthal station terms derived in previous studies.    This doubt is 

heightened by a comparison of such terms determined independently by Herrin and Taggart/* 

and Lilwall and Douglas.     In both studies,  the form of the anomaly was taken to be 

öt     A 4 B sin(f  t O) (1V-5) 

where  ?  is the azimuth from the station to the event,  and A.   B,  and «are constants.    The dif- 

ference of two terms of this form is another function of the same form,  and this fact -^n be used 

to examine the differences between the two sets of values.    Tor the 147 stations conv    s   to both 

studies, the root-mean-square magnitudes (R) were 0.64 sec for Herrin and Taggart and O.oZ sec 

for Lilwall and Douglas.    The difference term, however,  has an rms value of 0.68 seel    This 

lack of correlation does not mean that a/.imuthal anomalies do not exist,  but it  does i >   m that 

at least most of those previously determined are probably not significant r the more 

nearly error-free deep-focus data can resolve azimuthal station effects is / being 

studied T>  „    T  .. B. K. Juhai. 
M   Sengupta 

C.     P AND S \ELOCITY  STRICTI RE OF THE   LOU UK MANTLE 

Investigations of the travel times of P-wa.es from deep-focus earthquakes and lateral heter- 

ogeneity of the compressional velocity distribution in the lower mantle have been reported in 

previous SATS.     These studies have now been extended to shear waves from twelve deep-focus 

and two intermediate-depth shocks,   for which arrival time data have been read from 70-mm film 

chips of WWSSN stations.    The earthquakes were relocated using depth information from the 

phases pP or sP and the revised   P travel-time curve and station anomalies.    The travel-time 

curve determined ♦op S-waves is shown i.i Fig. IV-9 in the form of reduced travel times (aversged 

in 2° cellsi and their standard errors.    The solid line represents the predicted times for a model 

fitted to these data.    Note that our shear-wave travel-time data show evidence of sharp bends in 

the travel-time curve at distances of 48°,  6ün,  and 71" which agree closely with the locations of 

similar features found bv Johnson' from P-wave dT/dA data.    However,  since our P-wave 

travel-time data (which are more accurate) do not show these features,  we suspect that they are 

fortuitous results of errors.    We also found that station anomalies for S-waves are strongly 

correlated with those for P-waves,  a    < are about four times as large,  indicating that they are 

due primarily *o variations in rigidity in the upper mantle.    Finally,  in Figs. 1V-10 and IV-11 

we show the regional anomalies in  P and S travel times for the distance range HO' to 90°. 

Note the consistency between  P and S anomalies as well as the fact that the S anomalies are 

about ^ to 6 times larger than the P's.    Also,  a striking feature in this figure is the strong 

gradient of the velocity anomaly (especially for shear waves) in the neighborhood of the Hawaiian 

Islands for the depth ranjre of 2400 to 2800 km. 

This work is presently being extended to include amplitudes 

M. Sengupta 
B. II   Julian 



TABLE IV-1 

PA LEOMAG NET IC  POLES FOR RUSSIAN,  SIBERIAN.  AND  EAST CHINA PLATESt        | 

Age Russian Siberian East Chinu 

Quaternary 82.4° N        146.10\V 
9         36.2         9-4 

- - 

Tertiary 

i 

- 75.5CN          38.60E 
4         630.9         2.8 

Cretaceous 62.0oN        179.4'W 
15         27.3       10.3 

7^.9'N        165.3eE 
10         35.7         9.4 

6^.0^        145.60E 
T            35.1       10 9 

Jurassic 67.0BN        122.6,E 
4         92.3         7.3 

53.6'N        153.70E 
4         11.0       22.0 

S3.10N        151  30E 
4           67.9         8.5 

Triassic 54.6'N        153.38E 
5       100.6         6.4 

4i.5,N        141.4'E 
10          17.4       13.6 

\ 

Permian 45.18N        167.4^' 
22       115.7          4.h 

18.29N        143.0oE 
9         11.9       16.9 

16.5SN        153.2flVV 
3           19.5       19.6 

Carboniferous 42.9SN        170.6eE 
33          16.8       12.8 

31.79N        145.4'E 
25         14.0       14.2 

- 

Devonian 42.4'N        163.9'E 
6         80.6         6.8 

31.0'N        154.3SE 
31          33.5          8.9 

- 

Precamorian 

1 

- 18.0'N        112.70E 
7          30.4       10.8 

39.8eN          95.9*E 
4         206.8         4.9 

| 

t Beneath each pole pos.tion are given the 
Fisher precision parameters,   and the rad 
limit of the given pole,   respectively. 

number of dita points use 
ius in degrees of the 95- 

d,  an estimate of the 
percent confidence 
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D.     THE FALEOMAÜNETISM  AM) TECTONICS OF  ASIA 

1» an earlier SATS (31 Dei ember \(>7i,  p. 59),  we presented evidence on the tectonics of 

Asia from a study of fault plane solutions.     In that study,   no clear    well-defined tectonic model 

arose although seve    1,  non-unique interpretations in the context of plate tectonics might be 

suggested by the data      Kurther study id iault plane solutions and seismicitv patterns of central 

and eastern Asia has tempted us to suggest a tentative plate model for the region.     The b.    nd- 

aries of these units     the Russian,  Siberian,   West China.   Kast China,   and Indian IMates  - are 

shown in Fig. IV-li.    Since paleomagnetic data should show evidence of these crustal units 

moving independently in the geologic past,   we have made a study of their paleomagnetic pole 

position using published data. 

The individual poles were taken from the following authors    Khramov ami Sholpo; 

McElhinny9,   Irving10.  Crccr    ,  V\ ang.  et al.1^.   lee,  et al.1 *.  and I iu and Feng 14   [\tafrom 

rocks that were from regions on or very close to previously postulated plate boundaries were 

not considered in the analysis.    Data for which the cleaning procedures were not known or were 

inadequate were also not used;  therefore,  considerable data from the Russian publications had 

to be rejected.    In general,  only those samples that were thermally or magnetic a'.lv cleaned 

were considered.    The cleaning methods used for the Chinese data were unknown,  yet the data 

were used firstly because of the paucity of that data and secondly because the data from widely 

separated regions showed consistency.    If there were at least three poles for a given age on a 

given plate,  the mean pole and precision and conhdence statistics were calculated.    Poles which 

varied by more than twice the standard deviation from the mean pole were then deleted and the 

mean pcle wos recalculated from the remaining data.    Typically,  not more than three or four 

for each plate for each age had to be rejected under this procedure. 

The results of the study are shown in Table IV-1 where the mean poles are tabulated for the 

Russian,  Siberian,  and East China plates for various ages     Paleomagnetic data for the Indian 

plate are scant,  and we found none for the West China plate.     From Table IV-l,   relative motion 

between tAo plates would be re<  nmized by a difference in mean pole position at the same age. 

It is clear from Table IV-1 that there has been little or no relative motion between the Russian 

and Siberian plates since Devonian time      Mthough the Ira'» mountains have been suggested as 

vestiges of a collision between the Russian and Siberian plates,  these two units have apparently 

acted as one since Devonian time     The Permian pole of the Fast China plate differs from the 

Siberian and Russian k}oles,  however,  the former is based on only three samples.    Since .Jurassic 

time,  the East China plate seems to have experienced little relative motion with respect to both 

the Siberian and Russian plates. 

Much of the seismicity of central Asia exists within or near the borders of the We^t China 

plate.    It is under compression on the southwest in the Himalayan fold system and under tension 

in the northeast in the Baikal Rift Zone     Additionally,   from the analysis above,   it is bounded 

on two r.{ its three sides by stable blocks which have not moved relative to each other since at 

least the Jurassic.    If the West China plate does exist as a separate tectonic unit,  it would seem 

to be. at present,   rotating cRcKwise about a pole somewhere near the southern tip of lake F?aikal 

S   Das 
1   R. Filson 
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Fig. IV-1. Schematic of seismic data used in detection process. Solid lines 
indicate overlapping windows from which each periodogram is computed. 
Windows indicated by St and L^ are used in computing short- and long-term 
spectral averages described in text. 

Fig. IV-2. False-alarm rate is percentage 
of time processed as a function of detection 
threshold T. T = 2.5 was chosen to process 
test data. 
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6 JUNE  1971 
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Fig. IV-5. Results of procepsing test data of Figs. IV-3 and IV-4 with event 
detector. Five detections ,r a given m^ indicate that beam was detected 
on all channels. 
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Fig. IV-7.    P-wflve station anomalies in North America. 
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Fig. IV-8.    P-wave station anomalies in South Asia. 
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A 
Fig. IV'-10. Hepional anomalies in P-wavo travt I times for distance range 
of 80° to 90'. Symbols are plotted at midpoint of great circle path. Crosses 
represent late arrivals, and squares indicate errly arrivals. Straight lines 
are in direction of source to station azimuth, their length being proportional 
to travel-time anomalies. Smallest length in this figure represents an abso- 
lute value of 0.5 sec,  and largest is an absolute value of 3 sec. 

Fig. IV-11.    Regional anomalies for S-waves.   Symbols same as in Fig. IV-10. 
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Flg. IV-12.   Hypothetical plate model of Asia. 
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V.    COMPUTER  FACILITIES 

A.    AHPA NETWORK COMPUTER  FACILITY  DEVELOPMENT 

The AKPA Nuclear Monitoring Research Office has initiated a research and development 

program to make use of satellite communications,  the ARPA Network, computer netting,  and 

mass store technology to achieve their seismic detection and discrimination research objectives. 

Lincoln Laboratory has undertaken to develop and implement special hardware and software 

facilities which will allow us to participate fully in the program and to exploit the full potential 

of computer netting and remote data bases for seismic research. 

A survey of our needs and technological alternatives indicated that the first step should 

include: 

(1) A sn.all host computer connected to the ARPA Network and having: 

(a) A collection of basic peripherals:   card reader,  printer, plotter, mag- 

netic tape drive,  secondary storage, etc. 

(b) A number of basic terminals such as teletypes. 

(c) A number of "intelligent" terminals,  suitable for interactive graphics 

and typically containing a programmable minicomputer. 

(d) A software system prrviding: 

Standard terminal access to network resources. 

An extended file transfer capability (among and between the 

local peripherals,   including the basic and "intelligent" ter- 

minals,  and remote machines) for high-speed transfer of 

data and programs. 

Remote Job Entry capability. 

Full support for "inJelligent" terminals. 

(2) The re-establishment of general Network capability on the main Lincoln Laboratory 

computer when the new IFM J70/168 is installed in January 1974. 

(5)   The creation of special data access and manipulation software to enable the seismic 

researcher and his program to handle data anywhere in the system including the 
Datacomputer. 

A substantial beginning has been made toward these goals.    The host computer, a Digital 

Equipment Corporation PDP-11/40, has been installed with a card reader, an electrostatic 

printer/plotter, one magnetic-tape drive, a 1.2-megaword disk,  and two terminals (an LA30 and 

a GT-40).    The LA30 is a representative basic terminal, capable of operating at 30 characters 

per second.    The GT-40 is a prototype "intelligent" terminal.    It contains a PDP-11/05 proces- 

sor and,  in our configuration,  includes a minidisk, CRT display with light-pen and analog-to- 

digitsl conversion capability. 

A wide-band phone line has been installed between the host machine and the CCA Terminal- 

IMP. The Terminal-IMP-to-phone-line hardware is installed; telephone-line-to-host interface 

hardware is on order. 

There is a contract with the University of Illinois' Advanced Computation Center for a cus- 

tomized version of their ANTS Mark II system.   This will provide all the software facilities cittd 
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in (d) above.    Lincoln Laboratory has been working closely with the University of Illinois to 

insure adequate support for the "intelligent" terminals and a sufficiently powerful and flexible 

file system. 

The Computer Systems Group at Lincoln Laboratory has undertaken the task of supplying 

Network software for the main Lincoln machine (the 370/168).    Initially,  they will support the 

Net at the NCP and Telnet levels.    This will give a network user with a basic terminal the same 

power and facilities available to the regular VM (time-sharing) user. 

Our task will comprise designing and implementing the special software required:   the Data- 

computer access mechanisms;  the file transmission over the Net from the 370;  etc.    To make 

this task easier,  extensive explorations of SUE - a higher level,  systems implementation lan- 

guage suitable for the 370 and for the DEC machines (the H/40 and the GT-4Ü)- are under way. 

In addition,  bootstrapping systems have been installed on the two DEC machines:   DOS (Disk 

Operating System) on the il/40, and CAPS (CAssette Programming System) on the GT-40. 

Y. Peduel 
R.T. Lacoss 
J. R. Walton 

B.     PDP-7 COMPUTER SYSTEM 

The two PDP-7 systems continue to be heavily used by Lincoln Laboratory staff. An appre- 

ciable portion of the remaining time is used by visiting seismologists, by graduate students, and 

for ISM production runs. 

The system has become fairly stable,  and it was decided that a complete revision of system 

documentation was in order.    The new Software Handbook will consist of twelve chapters in two 

volumes.   Of these, nine chapters have been written and published: 

1.    System Introduction 

11.    Basic System Utilities 

III. Editor 

V. Assembler 

VIII. Data Analysis Console 

IX. Data Analysis and Display System 

X. Program Library 

XI. Subroutine Library 

XII. Preliminary Index 

Yet to be published are: 

IV. Fortran 

VI.    I/O Devices 

VII.    Data Formats 

L. J. Turek 
M. F. O'Brien 
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